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1000 Scouts To Visit'STAHR IS NAMED Basi
l Danner Held For Murder
ONAUT oTAN NFDoIRNGi914N8
Here For June Circus
in Death of Rex Cross;Mother
Says Son Is Mentally Deranged
Number Three
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Now back in the hands of the
senders is an engraved invitation to the News Editors from
the President and Mrs. Truman
to attend all functions of yesterday's gala inaugural party. We
were very pleased to have received such an honorable invitation, but somehow they've started charging forstrains and meals
and hotels. and this script we
use at the News office is no good
in Washington. We'll wait four
years hence, maybe the next
presidentelece will favor us. Until then, thanks Harry and Bess.

Over a thousand Boy Scout
s
and Cub Scouts
representing
every troop in the Purchase
are
expected to be in Fulton for
a
gigantic Scout "Circus" on June
2, according to plans now being
mapped out by
Fulton's
Dry
Lake District executives.
The biggest Scouting event of

the year will he a
three-hour
show at the Fulton football
stadiurri, preceded by a late
afternoon parade in which the
entire
personnel of the
event, along
with six bands, will marc
h.
The evening show, sched
uled
to begin at 7 p.m. will
display
all of the various activities
of
Scouting and in addition, a
model airplane flying conte
st and
a competition among the
bands
represented - for a
substantial
prize.
The "Scout
Circus" project
was presented to executives
of
the Four Rivers Council at
their
annual meeting
last night in
Mayfield, and
invitations sent
out to all scoutmasters
for the
event.
A final draft of plans had
been
previously
presented to local
scoutmasters and executives
at
a meeting of the Dry Lake
District last NIonday evening at
the
City National
Bank buliding
here.

One of the "Nation's Ten Outstanding Young Men of 1948"
is
the title bestowed upon Prof
. Elvis J. Stahr, Jr., clean of the University of Kentucky College of
Law, by the United States Junio
r
Chamber of Commerce and
its
national magazine, Future
Selection of Dean Stahr for this
award was announced Jan. 16 by
the magazine's editor, Raymond
E. Roberts.

FUNDS COMING IN
SLOWLY FOR POLIO

In the dank, dark atmo
sphere of her two-room
living quarters
in the Willingham.Build
ing on Church street,
Mrs. Callie Danner,
told of the early childhood
of her son Basil, who today
was charged
with murder in the death
of Richard Rex Cross, 61,
who died Wednesday night at the Fulto
n Hospital as the resul
t of v.aiunds he
Dollars and dimes are trickreceived when he fell down
a flig ht of 28-steps after
A native of Hickman, Ky., ling in mighty slowly at the
an altercation
in the third floor flat.
Fulton Bank, where Russell
Dean Stahr was graduated from
Basil Danner has been rea News reporter in his
the University in 1936 with what Pitchford is treasurer of the
moved from the Fulton
cell at
jail
the Fulton jail he expre
1949 March of Dimes drive.
was described as the "finest and
to the County jail at Hickssed hjs
great fondness for Cross
best record in UK's history." He The United States Government
man for arraignment befor
and
e
said he didn't mind
is NOT going to take over the
Judge Homer Roberts. His
it when
Cross spent the night
research, care and treatment of
All directors and officers
case sill be bound over
at
his
of
to
mother's home.
infantile paralysis today
both banks were elected at recthe grand jury when it meets
or
Spi2 and span is the word for
any time in the early future, so
Later in the interview
ent meetings of the financial
here
alond
ay.
he adcrthe new, ground floor offices of
it is up to you, alr. and Mrs.
mitted that he was alone
ganizations this week and last.
"He ain't never been to
in the
James Warren, local attorney.
school apar
Fulton Countian to see that pore thing,"
tmen
The Fulton Bank reported that
t
when
Cross
she
told
came at
a News reThe offices are located on Mulnext year's funds are collected
eleven o'clock Wednesda
it had enjoyed the largest
porte
r
as
the
grey
y.
light of a
He
busiberry, behind the Clarke Shop
to help unfortunate
ness in its history- with depos
victims January day dimly penetrated said that his mother had gone
and contain two private offices
its
who fall prey to this dread dis- the cloudy
to the telegraph office
of $1.400,000 at the close of
wind
ow
to
pick
s
of
the
up
the
dreary a
and a reception room. Jimmy inease.
check sent her by her (laug
year. The City National Bank reroom. "When he was six
•
h-.
years ters who
vites his many friends to call
More
ported,deposits of.$4,694,000 for
lived in Milwaukee..
than 1200 Kentuckians old he was operated on and
by ar,d visit him in his new
a
he While alone
have
been stricken with polio
ain't never been bright.
like period.
with Cross, Basil said
He that
building. The building is owned
in the past five years. Many of didn't even finish the
Officers elected at each bank
first prim- that Cross made the statement
by Maxwell McDade.
these victims require long and er." Basil underwent
he
are as follows:
was
going to leave his
an operamother, and used obscene
costly treatment. Treatment tion on his genital
City National Bank words
organs she
Good luck to 'Ouida Jewyll in
and care is made possible from
said and further explained, that to describe her. Basil said that
N. G. Cooke, president; J•
her ncw position ;is news edihe swung at Ci."-ss who
funds obtained in the annual she was attacked with
Browder, vice president; Cly ,.•
attacked
a severe him
tor of the Fulton Daily Leader.
March of Dimes. This is your case of measles during
with a pciker. He said that
P. Williams, executive viceher con- he
Ouida took over her new job
then
oppor
National "Boy
tunit
told
president and cashier and Berfinem
y
the
to
ent,
join
visito
causi
the fight
r to leave
Scout Week"
ng she said, his
yesterday morning. (Thursday:).
the house and followed
will be observed in Fulton
against polio, Give
tes J. Pigue, assistant cashi
mental derangement.
to
the
him
Feber.
March of Dimes today.
The board of directors are Joe ruary 6-12. and if the Scouts are
Basil 30 (although he said he down the first flight of stairs.
It was like old home week in Brow
Although he previouqly said
was
der, N. G. Cooke, C. P. Wil- successful in reviving one
22)
The
dolla
appr
was
r
does not go so
ehended on
that
old
St. Louis recently when Mr. and liams
, L. F. Burke, L. H. Weeks, practice hereabouts, you'd betfar today. More dollars are su.spicion of murder shortly af• Cross' drunken condition resultMrs. Russell Johnson went to J.
Dean Elvis J. Stahr Jr.
ed in the fall, he later,
ter
D. DaViS and L. E. Browder. ter mind your P's and J's
H.
neede
P.
d
Allen
this
confe
year
disco
ssed
for
vered the to
on
the fight
that city to attend the wedding
Police Chief Gip McDade
Tuesday', February 8th.
prostrate body of Cross at
Fulton Bank:
that
then studied law as a Rhodes against polio. Kentucky's goal
the
of Leonard Sonofsky, who at one
That's the day they are going
W. S. Atkins, president: Rusin the March of Dimes is foot of the stairs. Lodged in the he pushed Ci-os1 down the stairs.
time was manager of the local sell
Schol
ar
at
Oxfo
Unive
rd
On
rsity
inter
'to
in $350,000. Join your local
viewed later in the day
ask to stake over and run the
jail, he steadftstly maintained
Pitchford, vice-president and
March
Dotty Shop. It was a mighty cashi
Wednesday, he said that
that Cross had been drink
er; Howard Shaw, assistant City . . . including all jobs from England where he received three of Dimes Campaign now.
he
ing would
swank affair that Russell and cashi
Mayo
do
degre
r
it again, if he had to.
heavi
down to Police Chief,
es: Bachelor of Arts in Jurly and on attempting to deer; Ira Little, chairman of
Inez reported with gay parties the
magis
trate
scend
On notifying the Martin,
board.
and
the stairs, fell. Queried by
parking meter isprudence (1938); Bachelor of Fulton Students
Tenn_
at the Club Caprice in the HoPledge
police Chief McDade
Directors are: R. H. White, Ira and traffic patrol. According to Civil law (1939); and Maste
learned
r of Per
tel Sheraton.
past performances, the
shi
that
W. Little. -W. S. Atkins, Fran
ng
Basil had made the stateRifles at UK
boys Arts (1943).
k
ment in alartin several times
Beadles, Maxwell McDade, Gil- have been reluctant to wink at
that
Two Fulton students were
He practiced law
If the local Boy Scouts "take son Latta and Russell Pitchford. even minor offenses, and have
he (Basil) was going
with a
to kill
been very liberal with violation prominent Wall Street firm from pledged recently to the Pershing
over" the operation of the City
that — — — —, meaning
Cross.
1939 to 1947, except far four Rifles, a national military society
tickets . . . all of which will
on February 8th; we know one
On interviewed by the
be years
News,
Army service during which at the University of Kentucky.
presentable at the CIty Hall
man who will be delighted to get
Mrs.
Dann
er
said that she was
for he
These students are L. P.
was decoratea four times. In
payment.
a good woman and that
a rest, even for a day . . . and
any
Other features of Scout Week 1947 he accepted a position on Browder, son of Mr. and Mrs.
that Ls the hard-working. wearystatement "that poor
•
half-wit
E. L. Browder, ,and J. R. Holthe UK Law Colle'
in Fulton will be a drive
eared. leaky-pipe, my - water child
"
ge
macie
facul
ty
and
was
rrot
to be confor and
"We feel that the vast major
one year later ire( appoint- land, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
funds on Wednesday, Feb.
meter-ain't-right troubleshooter,
ity sidered. She said that she di.
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of farmers of Kentucky, 1.,:ga
ed dean. At 32. he itann the obserivation of
'G. B. Butterworth. He's had
youngest Holland.
rd- voiced her husband atkasht yams
a
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less of factional Zvi- party
Sunday on Februhry 13th.
of a fully accredited law
rough row to hoe since the memilla- AV. "We %tee .abkayl beets
The University of Kentucky tion, are
The Dry Lake District announ- school in the United States.
ters have
come in, and if you
chapter of this national honorary disappoint surprised and sorely mighty good friends with Mr.
One trainman was killed and
ed
over
ces
the
four Eagle Scouts for
appoint- Cross (she never referred to him
don't believe it.
multiply your two painfully injur
this
Among the major contributions was founded in 1930. Nationally, ment of H. Clay
ed when the year, inclu
Kauffman as S• by his given name) and that
awn complaints by 1200..
ding
Bobby
engine and 13 cars of an Illinois
Joe he has made to his profession the organization was established member of
he
the
was a fine man. "The only
Goodwin of Troop 40, South
Central freight train overturned
Ful- are the inauguration of a num- at the. University of Nebraska in Commission, due Public Service
thing
to
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ton;
the
g
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fact
was
s Shupe and Bill Bone ber of impr
Last Saturday, you may re- into a 30-fo
that
he was a terrible
ot fill three
ovements in legal 1894 by Gen. John Pershing, who Mr. Kauffman is a form
miles of Troop 99.
member, Fulton had a real touch north of
er utili- drunkard. But he was the nicest
Fulgham; and Joe training offered
Wickliffe. Ky.. on the Pigue
by the College was then commandant of the ties attorney and is gener
thing
to
, Troop 44, Fulton.
me
of balmy spring weather, which Cairo district,
when
ally
he was drinkof Law: important work toward ROTC at the school.
at 9:45 Tuesday
considered an enemy of
brought about the following in- night.
public ing. He ain't never said a wron
the ultimate solution of the probg
A graduate of Cayce High power,'' said J. E. Stanford, word in my presence, cause
cindent out in front of the ofThe trainman killed was J. T.
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athis jured were O. P. Pearson. engifor improving administration of ed
"Keatucky farmers,
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from Fulton High school and
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who
justice and raising of the stand- is
es Alexander,
now a freshman in the College their rural electrification
recently moved to St. Louis
neck, rubbed his arms, scratched negro head brak
cofrom
ards of the bar.
eman. They reoperatives, are planning
of Engineering.
Milwaukee when the waitr
his legs and proceeded in to see ceived painful cuts,
an
imess
bruises'and
mense expansion in an
Happy Hogan next door.
effort to business got slow. "They travel
burns. They were rushed to the
supply every farm in the
around all the time, follp
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Conv
I
wing
e
An
C.
Hospital at Paducah. All
ention Speakers
extensive program of acwith ample low-cost
"Say", he said (amid more
the restaurant trade." she
elect
said.
scratching and squirming) "Do three men were in the cab when tivities vein be high lighted by
power. In cases where they rical A granddaughter,
Eddie Jean, 9,
are
the
accid
the
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ent
occurred.
al picnic of the Pur•
unable to secure powe
you have a place where I can
lives
with
her.
r from
Thursday. wrecking crews from chase Parish Jersey Cattle
change?''
private utilities, they
Club,
On Tuesday night of this
expect to
Fulton and Cairo were still try- yvhich will be held this year
week
get it from T.V.A. or
on
Mr.
Cross
had
gone to tlae Bus
from gen"Change? Change What", re- ing to remove the body of Mr. July 29 at the Murray State Colerating plants they plan
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al sale
themselves.
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turned upside down in the water which will be held at Mayfi
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eld
Danner apartment when
"Change out of this dog- with a box car on
he said
in the late spring. Another high
"To do these things they
top of it.
that he had missed the
must
goned long wool underwear
bus. He
Mr. Mayfield leaves a wife and light will be an independen
secure permission from
I
t Parthe Pub- spent the night there in
have on. I have just driven down young son.
the one
lic Service Commissi
ish show to be held, at a time
on—and in bedroom flat. "I let him
from Wisconsin, and it's COLD
stay out
order to secure such
and place not yet designated, to
permission ef respect for his wife"
up there!"
the Commission, of etrurs
qualify' entrants for the Midshe
SUCCEEDS BARKLEY
e, must said. Basil told reporters
be friendly to the
and
South and Kentucky State fairs.
Accommodations were thereR.E.A. pro- police that Cross was a
frequent
gram. The record.of
Among those indicating they
upon provided. (Note to souththe rom= over-night guest in his
mother's
mission during the vast
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friends, "at least none that boy
d
that
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come
a director of the organization
private utili- to the house" said that
to Fulton for the time being).
Mr. Cross
ties for power," Stanf
frcm Fulton county.
ord said. had brought several suits
to the
"The Nvielfare of the
state de- flat intending to have
In case you are planning on
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lay the effect it will
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fund permit holders by licensed
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that Cross told hi. to
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BANKS DO GOOD
BUSINESS; ALL
OFFICERS NAMED

'BOY SCOUT WEEK'
PLANNED FEB. 6-13

v.

FARM BUREAU
OBJECTS TO
APPOINTMENT

WICKLIFFE WRECK
TAKES ONE LIFE
TWO ARE INJURED

BURNETT NAMED
DIRECTOR FOR
PURCHASE CLUB
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THE DAY
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Grace Noll Crowell
HE day will bring some lovely thing,
I say it over each new dawn,
"Some gay,adventurous flung CO hold
"
Againet my heart when it is gone.
And so I rise,and go to meet
The day with wings upon rny feet.

1

I come upon it unaware,
name:
Some sudden beauty without
pine,
of
breath
a
song,
of
A snatch
A poem lit with golden flame;
thinned,
High tangled bird notes, keenly
wind.
the
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color
flying
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Fulton

editor •of the
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a lot of crying "wolf

quite:
NO day has ever failed me
Before the grayett day is done
,
I find some [nifty, purple bloom
Or a late line of ctirason sun.
bering
Each night.' pause, remem
Ming.
Some gay,adventurous,lovely
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Rotarians Receive
Cierer "Thank-You"
From George Wilson
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HENSLEY NAMED TO
COLLECTOR'S POST

'11'0-Known Railroader
Retires After 50 Years

ctor
1-I R. Heller. train condu
many
n' the Irvin Cobb for
yetns, has retired aftsr 50 years
Was-•Former Secretary o- f railroadin.g. He had 46 years
continuous service with the
To Governor Clements of
Illinois Central.
t
NIE. Heller, whose permanen
Robert 13, Hensley, Louisville
been
it,ttorney has been appointed home is in Louisville, has
Louisville
State delinquent-tax collector "running" between
or 12
a news release from Frankfort and Fulton for the past 10
ds
Years, and has many frien
. announced.
Henslev's contract gives him here.
d in
three fourths of the 20 percent • When in Fulton, he staye
Cohn,
penalty on overdue taxes which the home of Mrs. Seldon
Mr.
he collects through legal pro- widow of the late Dr. Cohn.
Heller began railroading in the
ceedings.
Hensley gave up his post as days when railroads ran by
. executive "manpower."
Governor Clements'
secretary last June 30 to take
NIr. Heller was born at Cecilia,
part in the nomination of Virgil Ky. He has a brother, Edward
Chapman . in the Democratic P. Heller, in Los Angeles, and a
primary. After Chapman woe sister, Mrs. J. H. Kirwan of
that, Hensley devoted his efforts New York City.
to the successful Democratic
Be says he intends to "take it
campaign last fall.
enjoy my home and my
easy,
He served for years as legal flowers."
counsel for the State Unemploy
ment Compensation Commission, Patronize our Advertisers!
now a unit of the Department of
Social Security, and for a time
headed the comfhission. He resigned in 1942 for Army service and came Out of World War
II a lieutenant colonel. He is a
native of Burlington and is 35
years old.
State Revenue Commissioner
Clyde Reeves estimated that
will give Hensley about $10,000
a ydar.for_his work, after he has
paid for the services of attorneys
assist him.
:Ind others who

ENGINEERS NAMED
TO DISTRICTS POSTS
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SPOT ANNOUNCEMENT
calls for quick,
your new suit
A spot on
. deephow
cleaning. No matter
effective dry
PARISIAN spotters
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the fabric to
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will hunt it
original freshness!

e coming to town. Lots
Big events mean lots of peopl
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we can tell you right
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y hot time
now, it looks like a might

We Wonder

maro, but something
Not trying to stir up the old rigga
see things left undon.
In our nature just revolts when we

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
mAIN ST.

FULTON, KY.

Veterinary &thrice
Day or Night
Phone 807-R
Or Call 70

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin Fulton

pies then baked and served
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FULTON COCA-COLA

4r E COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

BOTTLING CO., /NC.
0 1919. Ih•

Cma-Colo Cowan,
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ot ae abigs
gou Awrghtand used'/tatyear...

...Name any one of them. Then check its route
from farm, mine or factory to your doorstep.
Chances are you'll find
it traveled much of the
way wia Illinois C.entral.
To the Main Streets of Mid-America the
Illinois Central last year delivered most of life's
needs and luxuries. More
V
ieej
than two million carloads of .
freight were hauled a total of
640 million miles. Passenger trains carried 48
million passengers safely to their destinations.
Accomplishing this king-size delivery service
required 40,000 Illinois Central railroaders
working around-the-clock with $700,000,000
worth of transportation property.
Tocarryforward and improve
these operations, the Illinois
Central last year added more
- than 4,100 new freight cars
and is number of streamlined passenger cars. Some 200 miles of main
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EFFICIENT
PROMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICE

Such a Handy Carton
Such a Refreshing Drink

me`IL
Bill Green and Mr. Dover of
Memphis were guests.
Door prizes were given. 1st
,trize wi.s beef roast And 2nd
rural
To facilitate the new
prize a chicken.
Fulton Rotarians are the proud
possessors of a very unique road building program, each of
Light refreshments were serVplaque sent to John Earle from the nine highway districts in ed by the store management.
George O. Wilson of Newbern,
aser Kentucky will hive one new
Tenn., who was guest speak
ct engineer, W. J.
By grace are ye saved through
at the Rotary Club's "Ladies sistant distri
an Crouse, Deputy Commissioner of faith: and that not of yourselves:
/eight last year. Mr. Wilson,
after dinner speaker of great Rural Highways announced to- it is the gift of God.—Eph. 2:8.
ability refused to accept any re- day. Seven of the nine men have
and
muneration for his time
They are Jack Cartrouhle in attending the club's been named.
T. D. Linton,
cah;
FULTON PAINT &
Padu
John
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ian
Rotar
annual affair, so
am. Burton.
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remember
Earle
GLASS CO.
: H. R. Ditto. ElizabethChristmas time with a handsome Louisville
210 Church Street
Covington: L.A.
Carr,
Jack
;
hand
town
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obe
blue dressing.r
Phone 909
Whitmer, Lexington and John
painted tie.
Spurrier, Flemingsburg.
See our line and check our
Mr. Wilson acknowledged the
With the exception of Ditto, prices on:
gift in a very clever cartoon
long
have
d
men name
wheyein .he shows himself all all of the
Plate Glass
records within the dedressed up for work with his service
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by have served 18 years each; Burd
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repri
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Mirrors
Spurrier, 14 years; Whitand
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such
for
wife
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Paint
mer and Carr both have the deoffice.
Venetian Blind*
partmenYs 25-year service aAluminum -framed Window
Mr. Wilson is public relations wards.
Screens
director for the Nehi Bottling
.
Wallpaper
Company of Dyersburg. Many Nanny Implement Co.
Wallpaper Canvas
years ago, vvhen cartooning was
Decorating and
an unheard of art, Mr. Wilson Demonstrates Food.
Cleaning Supplies
took off for Chicago to take a
Nlanv who attended the fri,/
coarse in the up-and-coming
stration at th.
FULTON PAINT
profession and for 25 years haS en food demon
ing Imla. Co., were
been turning out clever draw- Paul Naill
,: on the proper
AND GLASS CO.
irrs as a hobby and profession. very enthusiast
preservation of all foods.
n
Wilso
Rotarians say that Mr.
of
FREE DECORATOR
lalockman
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local club. Its no
Mrs. Milner. He spoke briefly
he's a very jolly good fellow.
on refrigeration and the deep
e and then introduced Mrs.
When you have read the Bible, freez
H. S. Thomas, home economist
you will know it is the word of
the
have from the Memphis office of
God, because you will
ster ComHarve
nal
natio
Inter
own
your
found it the key to
pany.
heart, your own happiness and
your own duty. Woodrow Wilson.
Mrs. Thomas gave many timely helps on the proper foods to
A loving trust in the Author of
freeze, the wrapping and storthe Bible is the best preparation
ing of meats, fruits and vegstudy
table
for a wise and profi
.
tables
Trum
C.
f.—H.
of the Bible itsel
She also froze all meats, rolls,
bull.

, rflossal jamboree being
2. The gigantic, stupendous
s when they act as hosts to
planned hy the local Boy Scout
June 2. Six bands have almore than 1000 scouts here on
participate in the parade
to
ation
ready accepted the invit
other groups will visit
and there is no telling how many
the Four Area Boy Scout
here. The jamboree is planned for
Purchase District. That's
e
entir
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WATCH
REPAIRING

line track were laid with new and heavier rail.
Keeping the railroad in smooth,
$ $ $ efficient daily operation required
an outlay of $135,000,000 for
wages and $70,000,000 for materials, supplies
and outside services.
These expenses and all others—including taxes
of $ 32,000,000—were paid
—
out of charges averaging
about 10 per ton-mile for
freight and 20 per mile for passengers.
During 1949—the 99th year of service to the
people of Mid-America —
the Illinois C:entral will
continue its never-ending
program of improvements,
determined as always to Parn the friendship
and patronage of the people along its lines.
W. A. JOHNSTOP1
Prendsof
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If ever a person in our acquaintance earned
the_titie of Lady Bountiful, that gracious lady
is Bessie Shepherd Clifton, or Miss Bessie,
as she is known to the hundreds and hundreds of people in this county who have been
the recipients of her kindness, her thoughtfulness. her words of cheer and comfort. Miss
Bessie is a lady . . the true explanation as'
defined by any gratnmarian past, present or
future. She_rises to the title in fullest measure,
yet she. can walk with kings and never lose
the common touch.
Miss Bessie lives in a • castle of kindness.
Her heart is as open to the joys and sorrows
of others as her home Cliftcrest is to the stream
of visitors who call at any hour of the night
and day not only to view the lovelly surroundings of that house on the crest, but to
bask in the gaiety that is Miss Bessie.
She is the daughter of the late John and
.Laura Shepherd and is as pure Fultonian as
ladino clover for she was born near the city
in the Palestine Community. She attended the
Fulton schools and the McFerran school in
Martin. In 1921 she married, Lucius Allen
Clifton not too long after he was discharged
from the service in 1920. The wedding was a
very pretty affair solemnited in the Episcopal
Church here.. After their wedding the couple
moved to' Louisville where they lived until
1943. Mr. Clifton was associated With the
Standard Oil Company there.
A year. before'they moved to Fulton permanently, Miss Bessie spent several months here
her uncle John R. Mcgehee,
at. LiSp bedside
who had been in failing health for several
mbntlis. Miss Bessie was his favorite niece and
not only did she give comfort to him in his
declining years, but she attended to his wide
business affairs as well. It was for her indefatigable service and kind care that he rewarded her with the bulk- of his entire estate
at his passing.
It would not be a -real silhouette of Miss
Bessie if some mention was not made of the
handsome home of the Clifton!: that sits
proudly on the sprawling slopes of the countryside in South Fulton. That hoine, with its gay
moms, genuine antiques. and- warm atmosphere reflects the true character of the people
that live within. The welcome mat is always
there with '600 guests having registered in
the guest-book since it was completed in 1946.
One time, when we went out to visit the Cliftons. sh,- prou.dly showed us through the
house. In her characteristic charm she showed
us the view from the south window and said,
"Isn't it pretty. It looks like the blue-coats
will come running by at any moment."

ROCK SPRINGS
Hrs. Nettie Lee Copelen
Curt Prince spent Wednesday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Troy'
Hopkins and family.
Mrs. Thelma Dillon and children spent Tuesday with Mal-

25t
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REELERTON
(Left over from last week)
Mr. and. Mrs. Wallace Webb
after attending services at Wesly Sunday drove over to Union
City to eat dinner with their
daughter, Mrs. Charles' Young
and family.

ft
A,.

•

Army-Type Field Shoes

(Left over from last week)
The junior 4-H club met at
400 New Pair Just
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest' Hindman South Fulton in the elementary
of near Clinton attended serv- building on Friday, January 7.
The meeting was opened with
Arrived;
ices at Wesley and were the dinthe song leaders directing the
ner guests of relatives here.
Sizes 6 to 12
Mrs. Jim Kimble and daugh- group by singing two songs,
ter, Carolyn of Clinton were "Four Leaf Clover" and our
dinner guests in the home of "4-H Emblem." We then repeather parents
after
attending ed the Lord's Prayer. There was
two poems given by Kay Adkins
chtirch services at Wesly.
and Cajtolyn Guill.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon. Wright
Miss --bionnes discussed 4-H
had as their Sunday guests Mr. projects, have each person to
and Mrs. Hamp Clapp, Jan and ; bring a record book Mr. Garth
Bill Hamlett of Clinton and Bil- ' made a discussion on beef cattle.
ly Vright of Murray and his
The meeting was closed by the
friend from Hampton, Ky. and 4-H members repeating
204 Main St.
Fulton
the
Murray.
pledge.
The Busharts are building two
The senior 4-H club meeting
new homes on their farms in was held on Friday,' January 7,
Beelerton. One -is -completed and- -irr the-South Fulton 'elementary
the other well started. Harold building.
White will live in one of" them.
The song leaders took charge
Congratulations to Mr. and and directed the group in singMrs. Willard Outland on the ing our 4-H club song, "We Are
the world's doily newspaper.-birth of a daughter January 7. on the 4-H Club Trail." A poem
Mrs. Daisy Pillow of Falsom- was given by Rebecca McBee and
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. voe wet fi•scl "melt one oe
the best.usformed persons In your community on %skald affairs when,
dale spent a few days last week Bethel Trevathan. Bill Cashion
you read this- acorld-wwle daily newspaper regutorly. You will gain
in this community visiting gave us a demonstration on how
fresh, new viewpoints, a fuller, richer understanding of today'S vaal
news--PLUS help from its exclusive features on homemaking, *ducatsfriends.
'to prevent fires and the correct
tIon, business. theater, music, rodia, Warta.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Miller, Mr. ways of wiring houses. Mr.
Subscribe now to
i
and Mrs. Harry Hancock and Garth discussed live-stock. Miss this special "'girtP13-1
The Christian Science Publishing Society
One, Norway Street. Boston 15, moss.. U. S. A.
sons were Sunday afternoon vis- Holmes discussed our propects
isequelnted" coffer
Chrletteel
The
$1
tor
sena,
me
for
—I
$1,
M
Enclosed
which
send
Please
itors of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bill's demonstration was comI Science Monitoe tot one month.
(U. S. funcbt
House and Jerry.
plimented by all members.
Nome
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Colley have
The meeting closed with the_
-moved to the Bennie Clifton group saying our 4-H club
Street
home. Bennie and family have pledge. Our next meeting will
iChe
City
State
,
rooms with Mrs. Net Brown.
be on Friday, February 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Rollie White and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
sNOW
Hicks and boys, Mr. and Mra.
6 AINiTNO TIME
a
Arnold Bannash were Sunday
TO SEr OUTDO0R5 p341)
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Isof;ELS
White and Betty.
0.
Mrs and Mrs. Bannash recentSPi:i`i YOUR
ly "moved into the house owned
0
by the Beelerton Telephone Sys'tem.
Mrs. Harry Casey and three
children-are spending a few days
with Mrs. Melvin Stephens.
and get there . safe and sure!
Mangus Batts and boys visited Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Batts
extra thick
and new boy Sunday.
high mileas.
tread
heavicir
God is the fountain of light,
and
center rib
SERVICE STATION
one"s way
and He illumines
stronaer
for
when one is • obedient.—Mary
longer .ear
Mayfield Hi-Way
PHONE 9193
Bager Eddy.

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

BESSIE SHEPHERD CLIFTON
She's so proud of her handiwork and rightly
so. The daughter of a 'Virginia-born school
teacher she remembers quite well the stories
her tnother told of the w'Sy the Yankees ransacked their colonial home in Fredericksburg,
Md., and confiscated their beautiful furnishings. It may have been in the -Southern tradition that she vowed to someday replace in
her own home the priceless pieces the Yankees
took_ And she has. She tells a wonderful story
about antiques.
When the Cliftons lived in Louisville they
went to- a furniture-maker end designed and
had uiade a beautiful drop-leaf table. The table
is in the home here, and on one occasion when
an antique dealer was vjgwing her home he
remarked, "now that table Is one of the finest
antiques you have in this house." She just
chuckled with amusement and went on showing hiin the house.
Never a day goes by, we are told, but that
Miss Eessie writes a note or sends flowers,
or calls in person to offer cheer and comfort
to those who are a-bed or who have suffered
some sorrow in the family. In her generous
way she remodeled the interior of the Episcopal Church here in memory of her uncle.
There are many people we know who possess the noble characteristles that today's silhimiette does, but somehow it is Miss Bessie
we think of first when we think of Lady
Bountiful with her store of kindness and her
smiling dark eyes.

HOW, YOU WILL
BENEFIT BY -READING
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Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home

Mrs. Lee Amy Brown and
children visited Mrs. Willie Ruth
McClanahan Saturday.

Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Green,
Billy
_ _Odell Wilbur
and Fay Jackson spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore
copelen and family.
Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs. Bella Hudson spent Saturday night and Sunday with
her father and mother, Mr. and
Mrs. Rollie Howell.
visited
Mrs. Noia- Copelen
Mr: Jenny Pulls, Sunday.

GULF

MLID-&-SNOW TIRES

POLSGROVE

111E FEEL!

lythey went to Hickman to visit
shal Moore.
Mrs. Dorothy Green and baby her son, Mr. and Mrs, Pat Moore
spent a fee- days this week with and children.
The MissiOnary Society meether mother, Mrs. Wilbur.
Mr. ing met with Mrs. Henry Sams
Mrs. Jim Moore visited
and Tuesday.
and Mrs. Pressie •Moore
h'er
visited
family Sunday, In the afternoon
Gladys Moore
aunt, Mrs. Vera Byrd a few days
this week.
Rachel Hardison visited Mrs.
Nora Copelen Monday afternoon.

'
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

It Pays To 'Advertise In The News!

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS

$595

Pr

PHONE 88
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Feel those"Sofa Wide'Seats...up to five feet wide! And soft!
Feel that "Mid Ship' Ride...you'll ride in the level center section of the car!
Feel thatIqua-Poisepower in both the new 100h.p. V-8 and the 95h.p.Six!

Feel those"Hydra-Cor Springs in front teamed with"Para-Flex'Springs in the rear
Feel the wheel...youll love
that arrow-straight

r
-

steering

Har.ry is a popular PARTY LINER* -7'
White sidowall tires
available al •x Ira Cott.

Feel that heavy gauge
steel "Lifeguard"Body and
5 member box section frame
59% more rigid
up to 35% easier acting...they're"King-::zelteo

Feel those"Magic Action' brakes. .
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SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Incorporated

49FORD

There's a

in your future

"Drive a ford and

FEEL the difference"

Network.
Your Ford Dealer invites you to listen to the Fred Allen Shoe Sunday Eveninp-NBE
newspaper for time end station:
Listen to lb* Ford Theater. Friday Eveninp-CBS Network. See your

HUDDLESTON MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Fulton

Phone 42
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LINDA'S THANKS

The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

PHONE 926

OF MIKE IPS MAGIC! BuT ITS NOTMNE
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TO MOAN FismilN6 INFANTILE
PARALYSIS,

moNEST;HASH -I CAN HARDey wArr
el.,E My m.oNEy 10 THE PAARCH oF
DIMES -'CAUSE THEN I CAN START
sayNG SOME MORE FCR THEM AN' PRETTY EOON THEEE JUST WONT
SE ANY iNFANMLE PARALYSIS
ANYwHERE!•
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Home
delegate to Farm and
Week in Lexington.
The landscape lesson was given by the leader, Mrs. Herman
every
The Music Department of the Roberts. She urged that
flowWoman's Club met Wednesday member try to grow a new
January 12, at the er this year and have a well arafternoon,
-ranged flower garden.
club home.
Mrs. E. L. Cook gave the lesThe meeting vvas opened by.
better
the president, Mrs David Sund- son on the minor project,
wick, who presided over a short speech.
The program chairman, Mrs.
business session.
group in
Roll call was answered with J. R. Powell, led the
ner of Clinton, Ky., 51r. and Mrs. progressions Mrs. E. E. William- ciary 16. Mrs. Gentry is the formthe cona
the names of famous pianists by singing and conducted
AI Graham of Union City, Tenn. son received high score prize, er Sue Clements of Fqlton. ,
Vatch."
of
a
of
rpinutes
the
"Parts
and
test
members
the
51r and Mrs. Hassell Rawls of Mrs. Ward Johnson won loNv arid .
By d'Alessio
The major project was given
the last meeting were read by
Nlartin, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Fin- Mrs. W. T. Browning received
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Edwards,
by the leaders, Mrs. L. A. Clifthe secretary.
Johnson and Arvid Miiner of bridge bingo.
is
Hickman, are the parents of a
The'
Mrs. Hendon Wright, sponsor ton and Mrs. E. E Mount.
LatJohn
Mrs.
Detroit, Mr. and
girl, Linda Carol,
paints
A lovely party plate vvas serv- seven pound
of the Junior Music Club, read lesson was on mixing
ta of Water...Valley. Ky.. C. L.
the Fulton
and
of the games. born January 15 at
conclusion
the
af
ed
letters concerning musical pro- according to one's own tastes
of
Martin.
family
and
Milner
Hospital.
presented in the their application and how to apgrams to be
The guest list included Mesnear future that should be of in- ply stencils. Orders were made
dames Johnson, Browning, WilPAUL MeCLARY
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jones, Cofor stools, Hongkong grass and
terest to Fulton music lovers.
liamson, Horton Baird, Louis
COMPLLMENTED
the birth of
for
discs
aluminum
spethat
and
cane,
Mrs. Sundwick stated
Weaks, Bob White. Ward Mc- lumbus, announce
ON BIRTHDAY
pound, nine ounce son,
cial programs in the schools and making trays.
Clellan, Charles Robert Bennett, a sine
Mr. and Mrs. Jarhes McClary Eiizabeth Snow, William Mc- Atria al Eugene. borfl January
The next . meeting will be at
churches will be given in obser:amplimented their little son, Dade, Uel Killebrew, Bob Bin- 15 at Jones Hospital.
vance of National Music Week the home of Mrs. Ed Williamson
--Paul on his fourth birthday Sat- ford. C. D. Edwards, Glenn Dunn •
which will be in May. At this with Mrs. Reginald Williamson
as
iniday afternoon, January 15
Mr. and Nits. Clarence Dougtime members of the Music De- and Mrs. Harold Wiliamson
-- Ann Whitnel Hornbeak, L. N.
om 2 to 4 with a birthday pi's-, Gitford, R. V. Putnam, Howard fas, Water Volley announce Ow
partment will give various num- hostesses.
, ty.
The club enjoyed having the
bers under the direction of Mrs.
Edwards, Peter Trine& Gilson birth of a seven pound two
home agent, Mrs. McLeod, presounce daughter born January 17
The little folks enjoyed games Latta, R. C. Joyner.
M. W. Haws.
the afternoon.
luring the afternoon after which - Mrs. Russ Anderson was a tea at the Fulton Hospital.
The meeting was then turned ent for part of
Paul opened his many nice gifts. guest.
over to Mrs. Eldrdige Grymes,
CLUB
The hostess, rssisted by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Wilson atquiz leader for the afternoon. BENNETT
"Early HOLDS MEETING
Glen Clark an(1 .5Irs. J. U. Lee.
Hope Show in
..
Following the quiz on
:irved ice cream with strawberRomanticsm" Mrs. T. J. Kramer, AT BROWN HOME
cies- and 'cake to Judy Wood.
Sr., program leadeit. presented
he! !
Homemakers
Benrktt
t:;!enda Clark. Di,vid Lee and
an enjoyable program of music ilheir last meeting with
Nir:`.1r i.nil Nirs. Paul Boyd' and
' ,1
'1.
7'
shi 11 Provine.
composed by musicians of that Smith Brown.
at a Ann and Mrs.
r.
.•:
hi
the
annoume
the Bob
period as follows: "The Adagio
A most interesting lesson cr
C....en, J
John
son,
pound
seven
:t
HRS. PAUL BOI'D
ths &AurMovement" from the Pathetique mixing paints to Klit your
''•
Si..
ziT the Fuhari
J
:6
ri
o:
nuary
GtVES BRIDGE
Symphony by Beethoven, played :tastes and needs and the appl.
went
a, '1: :. I '.]
11
PARTY WEDNESDAY
by Mrs. C. L. Maddox. Piano cation of paint was given to
': A:'., ,A•here
1
duet "Two Hungarian Dances"'mernaers and one visitor, Mi.-.t• I '
B
'.1:
Mrs. Jess Nichols fell Tue.:day
by Brahms,. by Mrs. Frank Carey Frields. The leader,
11-1..t.
to a well planned bridge , and Macke her light wrist.
hostess
Beadles and Mrs. Maxwell Mc- Ho•.vard Hicks rnd Mrs. Vernon
tv Wednes-4(ty afternoon at
Ma and Mi - Clardy Varden
Dade. Voice numbers. "I Chide McAlister. also
the
showed
Gaylan. attended the
her home on Eddings street.
a1
tt Gentry of
Mr.
and
Mrs._Kvere
and
Thee Not" by Schumann
apply
and
group howt to cut
Tables were
so much trouble
Ilene Shovi. in Memphis
to
for Louisville, Ky.. announce the
go
arranged
we
at
home
evenings
quiet
these
"Do
sung
Shubert,
"Hedge Roses" by
stencils.
games of contract. After Several
hirth of a son born Sunday, Jens to arrange bore you too, Albert?"
by Mrs J. Carter accornpanied by
The business v.ias coni!..icted
SoPiano
.=--1.1.a---2
Mrs. Walter Voelpel.
Smith
hv the president, Mrs.
los, "Opus 15 No. 1-F major" and Brown.
Mrs. O. C, Croft was ter this contest.
en by Mrs. S. M. DeNlyer an.1
by
major"
flat
5-G
Opus 10 No.
hy
chosen as :delegate and Mrs. O.
The Matinee !Music Club will Mrs, Riddle were enjoyed
Chopin, by Mrs. Glynn Eushart. C. Linton as alternate
attend also present a musical silver tea V-- se present.
the
hour
During the social
Included in the' 28 Members
the Farrn and Home We'ek.
Tin January :9 at 3 p. m., in the
Mrs. Croft gave the minor les- A....ditorium of the Evangelical present were two -new" membe rs.
hostesses, Mrs. M. T. Calliham,
David
Mrs.
Mrs. Horson on better speech.
Mrs. Jack Carter and
and Beformed Church. At this Mrs. Percy King and
The club was glad to have El- time a concert will be given by s& Reams, Guests were Mrs.
Sundwick, served tea and sandmembers.
Fred
Mrs.
bert Johns to talk a few n-anutes Fletcher Srnith, iaaritone. of the L. R. Williarnham,
wiches to 19 club
cn the Infantile Paralysis Drive. University of Lcuisville School Edwards, Mrs. Paul E. King of
The club voted to give 85.00 to of Music.
Carbondale, 'IL, and Miss Farrar
MRS. GORDON BAIRD
the fund.
HOSTESS TO SARAH
Mrs. Wright asked those in- Parrish of Union City.
ationally aduertised MARY II
The devotional was given... by terested in attending these recitDEAN CLA$S MONDAY
AFTERNOON
Brown, and the als to call her.
Mrs.
.1SO.V and LOMA LEEDS
TUESDAY
hostess,
'the
Mrs. Gordon Baird WM host- though for the ,rhonth was given
FRIDGE CLUB 3IEETS
of
Class
.1
Dean
10R.
ess to the Sarah
WITH MRS. GINGLES
by Mrs. Bill Holland.
MRS. PIGUE GIVES
the First Christian Church MonMr,s. Guy Gingles entertained
Games and songs were con- REVIEW OF ONE-ACT
her
at
2:30
at
afternoon
day
the Tuesday afternoon bridge
ducted by the recreational lesd- PLAY ON TUESDAY
home lin Second street with Mrs. er, Mrs. Curtis Hanccok.
club at her .home cn Fourth
J. L. Buckingham co-hostess.
proMrs. Bertes Pigue was
street.
The meeting opened with the ' TIVO GROUPS HEAR
Tuesgram leader at the meeting
Two guests, Mrs. joe- • Davis
devotional led by Mrs. Jake Hud- INTERESTING TALKS
Dee-es, 9
17
day evening of the drama de-. and Mrs. J. L. Jones; Sr.. were
dleston who read the scripture AT P.-T.A. 3IEETING
Club
Waman's
partrmint at the
inc.t•ded in the two -tables or
Half
,
..;izes
ti,
24
14'
,
ahd led the prayer.
onea
reviewed
iiiet s.
Encouraging reocrts from the and cleiightfully
15 Denier, 51 gau2,:e S/.6.;
Mrs. Ira Little, secretary, pre- home-room library drives were a:t play. "Tbe Subjection of KeGimes of contract were durExt_ a Sizes 3S to .72
sided over the business session revealed at the meeting of the zia." Mrs. Figue took her listen- ina the afternbon with Mrs. Abe
30 Denier, 31 gauge S/.50
Up to ,;17.39 Values Reduced to
little Cornish village Jolley receiving high score prize
in the absence of the president, West Fulton P.-T.A. on Tuesday
Deniei, 43 gauge $1.35
-.varrnth of her talk corn- for the. club and Mrs. Davis far
Mrs. L. O. Bradford.
afternoon. Two programs were and
Extra Long
:C. -a:tented the cozy atmosphere the guests.
Mrs. Harry Murphey reviewed conducted as follows:
tbe (Alibi with its cpen'hearth
The bastess served. light reMrs. Gilson Latta, program
45 gauge $/.35
30
Denier,
the book "Diciples of Christ"
freshments at the conclusion of
which was interesting and in- chairman presented the two fire.
, NYLONS PARIS
,ain
presided
Bcyd
Paul
games.
were:
the
They
Mrs.
the
day.
for
leaders
structive.
of Mrs. W. L. Durbin.
Meethers playing were Mes51 gauge $1.50
15
Denier,
During the social hour a con- Mrs. Martin Nall, who discussed, the absence
with the president. Mrs. R. E. Hyland gave dames Jolley. L. O. Bradfro
test was held with Mrs. Jess "Vanishing Ideals,"
Mrs. H.G. a renort ci the fence-building A. G. Baldridge, Ben Eva r
Nichols being awarded the prize. Junior High group and
One lot of Junior
CIPoton 'Meacham and L. C.;
The hostesses served light re- Entler, "Hero Worship-Wise project.
and 1 :•size dresses
lower
Carter.
the
with
Unwise"
and
freshments to 14 mernbers.
LOYAL CRUSADEP.S
reduced to
Mrs. Ben Evans and Mrs. Har- grade group.
Quality!
First
MRS. FEARL CLAYTON
Mrs. Hendon Wright, president MEET WITH MRS.
ry Murphey will he hostesses to
TO CHURCH
HOSTESS
presided.
MONDAY
DALLAS
meeting.
the February
The Loyal Crusaders of the CIRCLE MONDAY NIGHT
Mrs Peirl Clayton and Mrs.
MRS. WRIGHT NAMES
First Nlethodist church met in
VICTORY HOMEMA KERS
Reba Grisham \vele hoster,eis to
Dallas
GROUP
LNG
Tolbert
TNIEREST
!qrs.
of
home
NIEET
the
JANUARY
HAVE
rf
the Annie Armstrring
OV MUSICAL PROGRANIS
Monclr.y night at 7:30.
AT BURNETTE HOME
leathers; straps and
an:1
ycas called to,,.1Air the-Fiist Baptist Church Mori,'
meeting
The
Mrs. Menden Wright of the
:
medium heels
heels,
The Victory Homemakers club
wedge
in
chairman. Mrs.,...Gar- night at the home of j.Irs.
the
!"7.'
announced
met in the horle oi 'Mrs Cecil Junior Music Club
who pretteled torr-on Central Avenue.
Merryman
land
$4.95
heels.
! high
erfte chairman, Mrs. Mozelle
Burnette Tuesday. January 18, at the meeting of the Music Dea shcrt business sessio?Z
..Club
of
the
Woman's
partment
to
LiasED
NOW
shelf.
a
'
REDUC
over
values
assist.'(3.95
as
presided
Holt
'
Rawls,
Jarres
Williamscn
Mrs.
with
Miss Katherine•
be
ant hostess. A clelraious plate that a violin recital would
Study "The New- iness session at ychich time Mrs.
Bible
the
gave
Paul Butts was elected Communlunch was served Itty the hostess- given 'by Roman Prydatkeyytch ess of Life."
NIurray State College accomes to 22 members and fcur visisocial hour the ity Mission Chairman.
the
During
daughter, Miss
Adell Rhodes, progr: •
tors, Mrs. B. W. Scott, MemphiS, panied by his
hostess .erved a dessert to eight
Mrs. Hannah. Prydatkevytch.
Miss Georgia .Mattingly,
and two visitors, Miss': leader.. presented the progria:.
members
the
by
is
sponsored
The recital
Myrtle Burnette and Mrs. Gus
and Mrs. Charles Her topic was "Grow in ConseUnion City String Ensemble and W.Ilian-ison
creation." She was assisted by ;::
Paschall.
Browder.
8:15.
27
at
January
given
be
will
The meeting was conducted by
Mrs. Bertie Phillips and Mrs.
of
The Matinee Music Club
Mrs. Harold Copeland, presiMarjorie Lowry.
GARDEN DEPARTMENT
Musical
a
present
will
Paducah
Mrs. Rawls closed the meeting
dent, Mrs. Cecil Eurnette gave
ENJOYS.LUNCHEON
the devotional and also read the Festival for junior ages, 6-8, Sat- :MEETING FRIDAY
with a prayer.
junior
All
19.
February
HarurdaY,
During the social hour rethought of the month. Mrs.
The Garden Department of the
Sanforized broadcloth
old Copeland will be Victory's musicians from Fulton may en- Woman's Club enjoyed a lovely freshments were served to 15
visitor.
DRESS SHIRTS; fan'.:ncheon Friday at the Club mernbers and one.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
PLANS OBSERVANCE
OF NATIONAL WEEK

Littl.
home
Mrs. I
street.
Mr s.
turned
Mr. ]
Tuesda
truit.

THESE-WOMEN!

r

':•‘.

Mrs.
Ward ]
hart, :
Mrs. L
France
tended
recital
Mempt
Mr.
were i
busimi

MI'. i

and M
son, 13(
matine
Mi mot

,
BO

own Topics

Dud I

Bob H.
ui day.
M

ha

ly imt
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51r.
have :
trip t(

BARGAINS GALORE! KASNOW'S

Mr.
annou:
pound
Jenual
Mrs. '1
Blanch-

eleaizafrwe

Mr.
bell ai
pot n(I

born J
tal.

DRESSES

PRIM HOSIERY

$7.95

ONE LOT NYLONS

100

LADIES SHOES

$4.95

98 1

MENS' SHI TS
BLOCK'S KANT-FADE
98

•

JUST WAIT!
FEBRUARY 7 & 8
ARE THE DATES

LIONS
MINSTREL
New Songs!

New Laughs!

FULTON HIGH SCHOOL

home.
The luncheon was served buffet style from a beautifully appointed table centered with a
pretty flower arrangemcnt.
The gdests were seated at
daintily appointed card tables.
Hostesses were Mesdames J. B.
Henson, L. A. Clifton, Ernest
Jenkins, Leon Browder, J. E.
Fall, Sr., T. M. Franklin, D.C.
Tucker. Hunter Whitesell. Norman Terry, Jess Fields and Miss
Derothy Phillips.
Following the luncheon Mrs.
Daisy Terry, the chairman assisted hy the secretary, Mrs. F. H.
Riddle, presided over the business session.
The feature entertainment was
two entertaining and amusing
contest, conducted by the proMrs. Hoyt
chairman,
gram
Moore Mrs. J. E. Fall and Mrs.
Tess Fields were awarded priz•s
C•hieshirie gifts were exchanged
iehich added pleasure to the

cy patterns and whites
$3.00 and $3.50 values
NOW REDUCED TO

MR. AND MRS. J. D.
DAVIS RETURN FROM
EASTERN VACATION
I1Jr. and Mrs. J. D. Davis returned home Sunday, January
16, from Boston, Mass., v.there
wedding of
they attended the
their nephew, John Ridderson of
Margaret
Miss
Chicago and
Samosdn of Belmont, Mass. They
sperit several clays in New York
and enroute home visited friends
in Crestwood and Louisville, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Ridderson will be
the week-end guests of Mr. and
their
Mrs. Davis enroute from
wedding trip to the Gulf Coast
to their home in Chicago.
OUT-OF-TOWN
PEOPLE ATTEND
MILNER FUNERAL

Out of royal people who attended the funeral of Enrich MOner of Detroit which %vas held in
Fulton were Mrs. D B. Grahaia
•
' and
Mrs.
ani son, David, Mr.
r,r1c.rson and Billy MilSeveral musical numbers giv-

SPORT SHIRTS
Two-tone style; long
values
sleeves; $4.95
.
NOW REDUCED TO

1:1 :

111..

tans,
poplin;
Rayon
greens, browns, blues;
$4.95 to 85.95 values,
Plaids in 55% virgin
wool, 45% spun rayon;
$6.95 values

2.98/
3.35
4,9!

ft:

• KASNOW
44p, Lake St.

Fulton
fe

be

:e.
!ill
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Mr. and Mrs. Clint Reed spent
PALESTINE
Sunday with their daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Oliver Kash is visiting Jack G. Bobbitt and Mr.
Bobbitt
Mis. C. B. Caldwell
and
Mr.
her daughter, Mrs. Paul Ashley in Jackson, Tenn.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and family in Memphis this
Harvey Pewitt Sunday from
week.
Mrs. Ben Scott of Memphis is church.
the guests of her daughter Mrs.
-.Mr. and Mrs. Lon Beringen E. E. Mount and Mr. Mount.
-. Mrs. Bub Evans was moved
have returned to their home in
home Friday from the Fulton
.4/La Salle, III., after a visit with
Mrs, Ben Davis is a Qatient in. Hospital and is improving. Chrisft•iends in Fulton.
tine Horton who accompanied
the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer WeatherMisses Mary and Adele Homra, spoon home from St. Petersburg
Little Judy Keiser is III at the
home of her parents, Mr. and K. Homra and David Homra left Fla., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. E. D. Keiser on Norman Tuesday for a trip to New Or- Richard Mobley.
leans, La.
street.
Mrs. Lewis Thompson is re-

PERSONALS

Mrs. Jess Fields left Tuesday
Mis. George Doyle has re- for a visit with her daughter in
turned from a visit in Memphis. Nashville.

in farming.
Robert Glassico had a stroke
Thursday morning and is in the
Bushart
Miss Nancy Hall spent Thursloy rpght -.•.•ith Barbara Jane Adi r.s.
Miss Leona Myers is
home
,- vith her parent, O. E. Myers, for
the weekend.
Mrs. Robert Myers and Ruth
Ann, Mrs. Russell Cruce, Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Cruce were the
guests-of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Cruce
Wednesday evening.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
Lnd
Mrs. Luther Pannel of Unported ill with flu.
ion City were Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Lelia May Harrison still re- Brockwell, Mr. and Mrs. Les
mains in Haws Hospital unim- Cruce and Margaret and Me and
proved.
Mrs. Junior Cruce.

Miss Farrah Parrish has reMr. and Mrs. Elmer Hixon and.
Mr. and Mrs. Will McDade left
Ttiesday night for a visit in De- turned to her home in Union daughter have moved to .MayCity after a visit to her sister, field to make their home.
troit.
Mrs. Clint Reed and Mr. Reed.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon visited friends in ArlingMrs. Hendon Wright, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Clifton
Ward Bushart, Mrs. Glynn Bus- have returned from a visit in ton Sunday afternoon.
hart, Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Louisville.
Mrs. C. E. Boswell, our pastors
Mrs. Laurence Holland and Miss
wife, was moved to her home in
of
Amberg
atFrances
Hickman
Mrs. Jack Thorpe left Tuesday Water valley Monday after betended the Sunday afternoon
where she ing a patient in the Fulton Hosrecital of Arthur Rubinstein in for Palm Beach, Fla.
will join her sister, Mrs. Winfrey pital with pnuemonia.
Memphis.
Shepherd for a two weeks vaMrs. C. L. Drysdale has sold
cation.
her home and dairy to M. R. JefMr. and Mrs C. L. Aladdox
iress c,f Johnson City, Tenn.
were in Paduca.h. last--week on
.•••
Mrs. Bob Binford is attending
business.
The Homemakers Club will
.
•
the bedside of her Uncle, Dr.
Garrett Kelly who is seriously ill meet Fliday, January 21, in an
herne in Manhattan, Kan. all day meeting at the CommuniMr. and Mrs Louis Weaks, Mr. at his
ty center. Hostesses will be Mesand Mrs. Hendon Wright and
Mrs. A. D. Hassell of Hum- dames- Allie Browder, Roy Bard
son, Don, will attend the Sunday
matinee of Holiday On Ice in holdt, Tenn.. is the guests of her and G1:,•nn Bard.
ister. Airs E. E. Mount and Alr.
Me mph is.
Mount, ea4t of town..

the formtalton.

Edwards,
•ents of a
ida Carol,
he Fulton

Jones, Co:• birth ot
mince son,
tl January

nce Dougwiince the
ound two
January 17

Wilson at. Show in

Dudley Morris oftended the •
Bob Hope Show in Mr me)his Sot-

Boyd' and
n and Mrs.
th.• Bob
'his Saturioyd went
rk, where

Belly Ann Grisham who
h:• . heen qtrte ill in the :Methodt Hospital in Alcniph'i is slieht•
r •om.. number
ly improved:11,
is 294.
-, II. :McDaniel
Mr. and Mrs.
have returned front a business
trip to Evansville. Ind.

dy Varden
ttended the
Memphis
— 7 :•:=' :•* 1

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tyner
announce the 'a,r•h of a seven
pound sen, Charles Emmett, born
January IS at Haws Hospital.
Mrs. Tyner is the former Mary
Blanche Wiggins.

V9S

••
Bill 1-:ouston of Alemphi.s attended "le funeral of Enoch MilI in Fulton Sunday.
.•

Baby Freddie .Ray Jones is Death Claims Rehired
doing mody at his home after a ;
1
us••
•
tin Npi.•lags t Linen
seiLe of pneumonia.
suflong
the
relieved
Beath
Mr. and Airs. J. C. Johnson
-Futtors
GLASS installed
have ret,unel home after a visit fering of John A. Rhodes, 73, AUTO
210
Paint and Glass Co.,
with •.:hildren, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tuesday morning at his home in
Church.
Austin Springs community) Mr.
McCoy jr. in Louisville
Ben Wisebrook as a victim of Rhodes, after many months of
REFRIGE,RATIONi
a deep cold although is
• a ble to be complications, was never able to
Shortage of men for installarally after mtich medical care.
up.
tion and repair work. The need
He was a retired farmer and
Missrs Robert Rickman and had lived a great portion of his
for trained men to overhaul
Doyle Frields have been transand install refrigeration and
life around about this area.
ferred frail Welch Agriculture
air conditioning equipment Hi
Mr. Rhodes is survived by his
schoolunde r teaching of Eucle wife, Ida Fall Rhodes, a son,
urgent. If you are mechanicalGrissom to Palmersville school Elisha Rhodes, two daughters,
ly inclined and have a fair edwhich is taught by Buren Aus- Mrs. Douglas Fuller and Mrs.
ucation, look into this big pay
tin. Night classes are held and Barney Austin all of Austin
trade. Learn how you can gst
all veterans enrolled in area.
this training in spare time cr
Springs, two sisters, Mrs. Annie
Airs. Nora Vincent and also her Baker, Fulton-and Mrs. Minnie
evenings. No interference with.
sister-in-law, Miss Delia Vincent Horn of Chicago and a nephew
present job. For full informare much improved at this writ- of Louisville. '
• • •
tion write at once, giving name •
ing. Both aged and beloved ladaddress, etc. Utilities Iss-t,
Funeral services held at Rhodes
ies have been in declining health Chapel by the Rev'. Cayce PenteBox 102 c-o Fulton News.
Mrs. Chap Johnson was strick- several months results of each in cost and Charles Tidewill. Buren with pneumonia the past week a fall. Many remember that Miss ial with Bowling and Riggs Fu- WOMEN! Help Fill The Need'
and is a patient in Haws Hospi- Delia suffered a broken hip ov- neral home in charge, was in
FOR PRACTICAL NURSES
tal. She is the wife of T. C. John- er three years ago and Mrs. No- the chapel cemetery.
Easy to learn at home, spare.
son, member
of
Merchantile, ra injured her back a few months
time, Good pay, Many ea rs
Hardware Feeds and Seeds of ago.
BE
TO
OFFICE
WATER WORKS
while learning. No high sclisoi
Johnson and Son in this villiage.
Air. and Mrs. William Johnson OPEN DURING NOON HOUR
required. Information trHilDi.
A complete recovery
soon is were victiins of influenza and
Alartha Smith, city clerk anWayne School of Practir if
hoped by her many friends.
have been indisposed.
nounced today that the Water
Nursing Box 101 c-o Full/ ,
Little Karen Gayle Frields visMr. and Mrs. Radford Chamb- Works. office will remain open
News.
ited her great grandparents, Mr. -ers have recently moved to Un- during the noon hour hereafter
and Mrs. Ed Frields this past ion City where Mr. Chambers for the convenience of its paweekend.
Phone 470 for Job Printing_
-has employment.
trons.

FULTON ROUTE 4 •

Mr. z.ral Mrs. Russell Cruce
re Sunday guest
an•1
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Dee Crtio.
of Fulton.

Mrs. V, ste•i• Fie. man has ren a visit to relatives
A !Arthday supper was given
to. r.
in !,-.nor of Mrs. Willie Polsgrove
in T:ooriSon, Ark.
heme of Mrs. Grover Pet::t
Several were present.
Miss Pol•bye Ann Grisham has ty.
'returned-to-Stephens College; Co-.
Mr and Mrs. H. L. Underwood
Mo., after attending the arat Marie spent a few days in
bedside et her sister, Miss 13etty Chicago with relatives.
Ann Grisham who has been
Billie Cruce, James .Cruce and
quite ill.
Duddy Bone visited Mr. and Mrs.
Les Cruce Saturday.
Mrs..R. H. Shrewe of Chicago
is the guest of her mother. Mrs.
Mrs. Ann Cruce spent Sunday
II. E. S•.vift and her sister, Mrs. night and Monday with Mr. and
Ruby Harper.
Mrs. Jimmie Cruce of Fulton.

.
Mrs. Tom Boaz is a patient in
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Camp- Jones Hospital.
bell are the parents of a seven
pound son. Raymond Arden. Jr ,
Mr. and Mrs. 'Gene Dowdy
born January 14 at Jones Hospi- have returned from a trip to
tal.
Forth Worth, Teas.

1.4RY
:TDS

Wedding bells have been ringing for Miss Sarah Wade and
A.M. Guy of Woodland Mills.
They were married on Friday
evening. December 31. They are
making their home in Woodland
Mills where Mr. Guy is engaged

CLASSIFIED ADS

AUSTIN SPRINGS

When You Buy Meats ....
Is It Only The Price
Per Lb.ThatCounts?

Prime Ribs
of Beef

LB. 65'
ALL GOOD OR DAWN

SLICED
BACON

17

LB. 39'
SMOKED PKNICS
37,
PORK SAUSAGE
LB. 63'
FRYERS
LB. 21'
SMOKED JOWLES
FRESH RIVER CAT FISH DRESSED LB. 55'
FRESH OYSTERS STANDARD PT. 69'

Idaho
'Bakers

10 55„,0%
100 LB. BAG

5
5

LB.
MESH BAG

LB 71c

•

GOLDEN
RIPE

$3.49

‘or

50 LB. PAPER BAG

S2.49

SWEET YAMS
2 LB, 25'
GRAPEFRUIT
8 LB, BAG 39'
GRAPES
2 LB, 19'
RAISINS sE:„:;:s 15 OZ. 2 PKGS. 29'

49'

SEEDLESS

29C

,
1 LB. 1°'
LB 15'

No 2
can

DEL MONTE

39c

TOMATOES or gr beans (Iona) 2 no 2 can 25c I TOMATO JUICE Iona
46 oz. can 19c
PICKLES Langs Dill qt. 25c Sweet qt. 39c I PEACHES Iona in syrup no. 21'can
25c:
Choice
[
Pinto or Gr. North
1
Lbs.
Hand
Bulk
10
lbs.
Bulk
99c
10
Picked

NAVY BEANS

Your Bank
at Work
. .. the Recordak

89c

SUGAR Fine Granulated 10 11). Bag 89c I FLOUR,Sunny Field (plain) 25 lb. bag $L4T
,
$1.15 I DEXO, shortening 3 lb. can
COFFEE 8 o'clock 3 lb. bag
99c
Always progressive in furnishing outstanding facilities to our customers, our entire

LAYER CAKE

bookkeeping system was revised some three
(3) months ago, at which time the Recordak,
,illustrated above, was installed. The added

COOKIES, fresh crisp; 2 doz. in pkg. 29c
DONUTS, plain sugar cinnamon ctn. doz. 17c
75c
POTATO CHIPS,crisp 1-1b. can

convenience and safety of a checking account with this bank has been recognized
lka by new and old customers alike. Why
don't you investigate the advantages of a
checking account with this bank?

CHED -0- BIT
KITCHEN
KLENZER

2 cans 11'
BATH SIZE •

FULTON BANK
SAFETY -- SERVICE -- SATISFACTION
rlfi

BEEF
STEAKS

MARSH

NIELB.BAG
FRESH, RIPE

FRUIT COCKTAIL

Modern banking requires modern methods,
so today, a photograph
which becomes a part of
our permanent files is
made of your checks
and monthly statement.
Other important records
of the bank are likewise
photographed and kept,
resulting in our being
able to provide further
service to our customers
in times of emergencies
—such as reproduction
of checks as evidence of
payments.

ROUND OR SIRLOIN

BLabg
. SSA%

Maine 1
Grown

ab

YORK APPLES
YELLOW ONIONS
CRANBERRIES
BANANAS

111

LB. 49'

FRESH FULL DRESSED

MICHIGAN RUSSETS

F

BEEF
ROAST

PURE 1-LB. BAG

0ES

ced to

3I

ANY CHUCK CUT

Firm Flavor Rich p0TA T
U. S. No. 1 Grade

tapiut 9ot Banhisty.
eaeit Pitai439,

,95

ESTABLISHi0

Regardless of price, meat isn't a good buy unless it gives you your
• FOOD STOF;
moneys worth of enjoyment. That's what makes A & P famous "super
right" meats such outstanding values. Every one of these tender, juicy cuts is specially s
lected to give you down right delicious eating, and close-trimmed of excess waste. to give you
more of it for your money, yet because we sell such huge quantities of "super right" meats.
we're able to mark them with prices that are surprisingly low.

LB. 49'

Fulton

Page b

LUX TOILET
SOAP
Bar

tic

Lemon
Sherbert

LARD, fresh pure 50 lb. can
$8.49
OLEO, sure good Margarine 1-1b. ctn. I9c
EGGS, fresh country
doz. 45c

CHEESE
FOOD
SWEFT'S
PREM
12- oz. tin 43(

With Face Cloth in Every Box

SILVER DUST
Lg. Box

33c

49c

Ea.

2

Lb.
Loaf
Stops B

HEINZ
SOUPS
Most
Var.

can

85c

ir

LIFEBUOY
SOAP
reg. bars

28'

A& P Self Service

riday, January
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ARMY WON'T DRAFT ANY MEN
DURING FEBRUARY AND MARCH
Because of the high rate of
voluntarat-onlistments, the Army
announced today it will draft
no men in Febrnary and March.
Voluntary enlistments and reenlistments have averaged 35,000
a month for the past few months,
the Army said. This has made
Selective Service calls unnecessary for the next two months.
Kenneth
Secretary
Arrny
Royall notified the Munitions

6 04T shrow
9

World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound
aa Here's new hearing clarity—with far
dinore eound intensity than before! And
varholly new hearing comfort—millions
•=in now hear with power turned way
down. No buzzinF, no hollow sounds.
&Atone sets new standard of lifelike
hearing.
t.
,fno,f emitinng pronsp.
Mee:
iCrlb°°°Y
Come n.
phone, ov

FREE (s:pe71.1.

tin g.

ig

igeltom
FOREMOST ONE-UNIT
NEARING AID

O. A. ROLAND
BOX 727, PADUCAH, KY.
Iffeit011e Hearing service
Box 727, Paducah, Ky.
•
tolaaso send me win-mat east oP obligation

tb• mow FREE Booklet of facts &boat
DEAFNESS and How to Overcome It.
Nan....
Address
Town_

WEAKLEY COUNTY TO
BUILD MODEL FARM
April 9th Set As Day

For Cooperative Plan
Board, which controls draft calls
for all services, that the Army's
Weakley County Demon—
previous 5,000-man draft call for --The
'Farm to be built on
stration
In
canceled.
be
should
February
19th is a cooperative projaddition, the Army told the April
for all the people of Weakley
board it would make no calls in ect
County. The farm will be a perMarch.
manent educational project for
In explanation, Royall referred the present and future farmers
of
Act
Service
Selective
to the
is expected
of that section. It .
1948, which requires the Army that the practices on this farm
'to limit its draft calls to the dif- will enable Dv other 4410 farmfereNce between requiremenits ers of the couhty to inc.rease the
and intake through voluntary' en- production on their tams.
listments.
The idea was developed in the
About 50 percent of the gains Veterans Farm Training Prohave
months
three
past
the
in
gram of the Vocational Agriculbeen re•enlistments and extens- tural Department of Weakley
ions of existing enlistments.
County and all of the other ag.
"As long as voluntary enlist- ricultural
agencies are cooperatments and re-enlistments re- ing to make it a sound and pracmain sufficient to maintain the ,tical educational program.
strength of the Army," Royall
The farm v."as purcnased by
said. ',There will be no calls for the Weakley County Soil Coninductions."
seavation District So that it
would belong to all the rural
land owners of the county. The
plan of the farm and the practices developed for the successful operation is the result of the
by
, cooperation of the University of
SUE and JANE
! Tennessee, the Extension Serv-

CAYCE NEWS

(Left over from last week)

Accurate
School is back in session after '
WORKMANSHIP
the Christmas holidays. The
seniors lost two members, Mary
At Low Cost
SophoHelen and Jr Rice, The
Watches, Clocks and Time
in
member
mores have a new
Pieces of All Kinds Accuratetheir class, Maurice Talley from s ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
Martin.
ANDREWS
The Cayce PHA chapter met in
the home of Mrs. Roy M. Taylor
Company
Jewelry
holithe
during
meeting
for a
days.
The eighth grade of Cayce have
NOWA*COME
received their class pins.
Everyone is glad to see Cecil
Jackson back after his stay in
It he hospital.
Charles Pigue President Of
Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity
Charles Pigue has resumed
his studies at the Illinois Institute of Technology in Chicago
and was recently installed as
president of the Alpha Phi
Omega Fraternity-.

DRIVE-IN CAFE
PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS

Courier-Journal Adds
Agricultural Sectiori

A new farm department, de.
signed to provide fuller and more
comprehensive agricultural news
will be added to The courierJournal beginning January 24.
The department, made up of
one _or...niore pool._ will appear
Monday of each week in the regular editions of The CourierJournal.
Editor of the new department
is E. W. Kieckhefer. Farm editor for the Minneapolis Star and
Tribune for several years, KieckThe farm machinery manafac- hefer was selected because of his
turers and business men of the , excellent qualificatlions. Prior
county are now being contacted !-to working for the Star and Triwas an agrito furnish the machinery, feed, bune, Kieckhefer
for the United
Aed, fertilizer, and other ma- cultural expert
a Neiman
terials that will be needed to Press. He was awarded
Fellowship at Harvard in 1942
complete this project.
and studied agricultural economics there under Dr. John Black.
As grace is first.from God, so noted in the field. He has won
it is continually- from Him, as several prizes on farm editorials
much as light is all day long and was a founder of the Minna
from the sun, as well as at first apolis Farm Forum. He-is
dawn or at sun-risingionathan ;-member of She American FarmEconomic Association.
Edwards.

Porter Routh, convention ital.
tistical officer, said the number
—312,248—is the largest for one
Almost one third of a million year in the history of the depersons were baptized in 26,823 nomination.
churches in the Southern Baptist
Convention during 1948, it was.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
reported today.

Southern Baptists
Report Best Year

Friendly Service
STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washiug

C

COLEMAN SERI/. STA.
Dukedom

Fulton,.Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7

OIL AND COAL FURNACES

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

you all these Ne-car
advantages at lowest cost!

Wome deAile

tills

gt

AVOID MONEY WORRIES by taking advantage of our Personalized Financial Service for Families ond Individuals. For
borrowers or non-borrowers, without cost or obligation.
Phone or come in for complete information.
-

teriodic‘FEMA
WEAKNI
and also want to

MORE CEAUT:FUL FROM EVERY ANGLE!
Faber (with poshop.rers outside , are true masterteeres by
butt,'
the master bailer of fine coachrraft . . . with superb
lines, ostra-fine upholster, and a wide variety of al,uring
colors ... much mors beautiful Imin rver, angle—inside
and outside-1,1i. sAksend rear.
,
The new C.
,rt.-Lea.ler Bodas

If female functional
periodic disturbances 6
znake you suffer pain
and v.calt, nervous, rest
feelings—at such times
tr3 Lydia E. Pinkham's
to relieve such symptom
Taken regularly—Pink]
lets help build up resistai
Stir h distress.
Pinkham's Tablets nrc
the greate.st blood iron
can buy to help build tu
to give more strength I
for girt% and women tre
simple anemia.A pleasan
tonic, too! Just see if yo
markably benefit Anv

Lydia E. Pinkham's

We ha•e renti.dcle
Acros. front Brio
modern restau rant.
Regular le
tt c
1.1'1.A

DI
105 Fast

Bat

'tardy

THF.SE ARE CAPS THAT "BREATHE":
the addii.aeal ,otire of riding in a
..„
oye he.ting•
frai
71 1,/,'
,or to over, nook
and
or—n.n.,,,s stale air—and keep.
and corner of the
and
an
ill
defroster
vo..ither. '.Hn..t.r
t'l.r
units
optional at extra rost.,

Y.. you': en,
-tar that bo..i•

The Siyleline
Sedan

Ile Luse 4-Door

THE NEW RIDE'S A REVELATION!
A vastly ininrovol tlrolored Knee-Action Ride, combined
with new direct...1,ton rwano type shock absorbers.front •
•nd rear, •rld extra InW pressure tires. gums the stability,
smoothness and road-safety you have always wanted.

•-ON DISPLAY TOMORROW

t f
7le mostAriziOiLBWiu

You'll find it's the most beautiful bay for
styling, for driving and riding 'ease, for performance and safety, and for sturdy endurance born of quality construction throughout
.. . because it alone brings you all these
advantages of highest-priced cars at the lowest

prices and with the low cost of operation laid
uilcep for which Chevrolet products have
always been famous.
Yes, here's the newest Id all new cars—pretested and preproved on the great General
Motors Proving Ground—and predestined to
win even wider preference for Chevrolet as
the most beautiful buy of all, from every point
of view and on every point of value. Come
in and see it!

AMERICA'S CHOICE

/CHEVROLET

FOR 18 YEARS

nievstaie FINANCE CORPORMION OF KY
CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 Lake Street

Fulton

THERE'S ONLY ONE
WORLD'S CHAMPION ENGINE
You get the finer results of Chevrolet's sturdy Valve-01.
Head Thrift.Master engine in all Chevrolet models ...
together with all of Chevrolet's money-saving economy
of operation and upkeep . . . and this is the world's
champion engine for rnilei served, ownora satisfied. and
years tested and proved.
JUST COUNT THE COPFORTS!
Push-Button Start.' for simplest, easiest startin.]: Hand E
Gearshift with Synchro-Mesh
Transmission for Taxlrilinn
shifti ease; and Firm Foundabon B4-Girder Frame for rido- •
stability and road.steadinoss
unsurpassed in the Chevrolet
price range

Phone 38

EARLY CHI('KS
cm—Don't ait;

Firsi

FUL1

STATE LINE !

,•

•

STOP MORE SWIFTLY AND SAFELY!
The new Corti-Safe Hydraulic Brakes give even taster
stops with safety ... and alattre the highest degree of
effective braking action for you and your family.
YOU'LL SAVE MORE MONEY, TOO!
This now Chevrolet is designod, engineered and built to
speed your pulse and spare your pocketbook. for it
brings you all these and many other important improvements at the lowest prices and with extraordinary
economy of operation and upkeep.
i.:////4 NEW CENTER-POINT DESIGN!
(
A remarkahin 4-way engineering advance exclusive to
Chevrolet in its field, and consisting of Center-Point
Steering—Center-Point Seating—Lower Center of
Gravity and Center-Point Rear Suspension gives the
new Chevrolet riding and driving results without precedent or parallel in low-coet motoring. That means a new
kind of riding ease and a new kind pf driving ease
heretofore reserved for owners of morn expensive cars.
Remernher—only new Center-Point Design can giva
you all theme finer motoring results: and only the new
Chevrolet twinge you Center-Point Design at lowed% cost I

ataie attoientCost

Next To Graham Furniture Store

311 WALNUT STREET
PHONE 125?
FULTON

Mr. and Mrs. Harold
and daugiger visited N
nett's parents, Mr. and
nis French Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Richat
sfon were the supper
Mr. ana Mrs. Bruce (
Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Odis
spent the weekerfd w
Harrison's parents, Mr.
Earl Harrison of Cun
Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack I
children left for Oklaho
1 day to Make their hon
Hogg is the daughter
Louie Harrison.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon
were Sunday guests of
—

SEE ALL! ENJOY ALL!
Now Panoramic Iblitr'ity. with
wider curved w—daheld.
nor windshiel I priars. aeit Or•ir,
Moro onnfinyr argil all-round.
OnrrnitO VoU tO see al' and aster
a:l. and to travel in Maturate?)

We cordially invite you to see the new Chevrolet for '49—the first dompletely new car the
leader has built in more than seven years—
and the most beautiful buy °fa!

Three or four monthly payments of five or ten dollars each
are quite a strain on any budget. You can probably cut
your payments almost in half with a friendly cash loan to
pay them in full. Phone or come in and let us show you
exactly how much we can save you each month.

YOU'LL PREFER ITS "LUXURY LOOK":
Cheo.oet s new Leador.Lin• S.,
racier . moth new Dyne-C., radiator gride. SingeSweep front and rear fender treatomnt. and fleet-as-erocket lines all around . . by far the most beaut.ful
development of the new -functional form" 1..ir motor care

MORE ROOM AT EVEAY POINT!
The new Super-Sire Interiors
fear ir rig extra-vride
of
Feu; ides,- give ynu
head iOg and elbowroom as
wed me extreordinary mating
space for si• fur.grown pennongars; and you'll also notice that
the giant rear decks have what
amounts to "trunk room '
capacity.

rissorm,„.

PAYMENTS—
CUT YOUR
NOW
START SAVING
THAN GLAD
WE'RE MORE
YOU HOW'
TO SHOW
Saacreica

ONE

IN

D KT'

By the Case

Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
HOURS: 7:30 A. M. to MIDNIGHT
Phone 9194
Dopnt St recst

Fulton, Ky.

HEaLEADER2_-_WITHILAik,7-Y EAR.' ADV ANCE

"B" SECTION
Martha Luther

BUILD UP
RED BLOOD? ,

For Prompt Service Phone 502

ICE COLD BEER
By the Bottle

(2'

Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced

Olive Street

HENRY

Do You Suffer Distil

Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired

WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAK
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KErsiTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

Phone 68

ilY

LENNOX

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Let us clean your radiator o lib
our NEW, amazing process.

is the only car bringing

PROW

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

ice of the University of Tennessee (County Agent), Vocational
Agriculture, which is composed
of the high school agriculture
students and the veterans on the
farm training programs, Production and Marketing Administration (old AAA), Farmer's Home
Administration (old FSA), the
Agrieultural Department of the
Comof
Memphis Chamber
merce, Farm Bureau, State Department of Conservation, the
Soil Conservation Service and
the various civic and business
clubs of the county.

Re
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must know and understand that ed from a visit with her sishrtMrs. Per ng's grandmother, Mrs. ter spent the weekend with her
Homra
Katherine
he has a funny disposition so get Miss
sister, Glenda Spraggs:
Callie Reeves.
hearts and flowers
this in your head before you Louisville.
Clara Williams was the victim
Mrs. Louie Harrison and famby
the
Winston is
Mrs. Sam
marry so you won't have any
ily spent Sunday with Mr. and of a very painful accident recmisunderstandings
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Atkins ie
ently. She was using one of the 110
,
A LATANE
Mrs. Jack Hogg and family.
PATRICI
Pheonix, Ariz.
Mrs. Opal Wiley and son, Dav- pressers when she got one of her
id were Saturday evening of hands hung in the presser, burnE. M. Vadin is, quite HI at
g
i
eer
teer
,...;
-w-9.
.
Mist, Martha Rushing and Miss ing two fingers and breaking anWa
his home on Vine street.
Powell
Mr. and Mrs. Flynn
other. However, she was able to
reMaggie Baker.
Mrs. S. M. DeMyer has
Originated in 1937
were week-end guests of her
Etta Mae has had a favorite continue working and her hand Dear Patricia:
St. Louis markthe
from
turned
Walter
Mr. and Mrs.
son, "Going Home, Going Home is much better.
I have written-you so many parents,
et.
Mrs. E. E. Tosh had dinner times and always you were right Evans.
and Knocking on the Door," Nove
C. A. Stephens has returned
Murphy.
Tom
Mrs.
"IV SECTION
Mrs. Wallace Ashby
have tak- with Mr. and Mrs. Bill Daughter-el in your answers.
and
Raymond
liar.
and
Jaunita
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Binford
parents from a trip to Memphis.
her'
with
they ty and family, Sunday.
and
Sunday
her
from
spent
Martha Luther
the
away
me
it
en
tell
please
Will you
and daughter and Mrs. J. E.
Govie Sue Coleman, daughter answers to these
questions? in Crutchfield. Ky.
haven't got any farther than the
Patronize our Advertisers!
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bennett and daughter visited Mrs. J. E. door. Will someone tell them the of Wilma Coleman, became the
Miss Mary Homra has returnShould I go back with my husBenSundx.
Mrs.
Stinnett
visited
daugNer
in
'and
or please open bride of James Lewis Harris
song
same
the
the
of
be
it
rest
would
or
band
Jack Gardner
Mr. and Mr
'nett's parents, Mr. and Mrs. DenCorinth, Miss., Saturday night, thing all over again? I don't bethe door and let: them in.
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
: nis French Sunday.
would like to know which January 15th.
We
lieve I love him. Please tell me
If you noticed Gus Alexander what to do.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard John- Mrs. Frank Laird.
V.F. likes the best
visited Mrs. Martha
Stephans
Elwanda
of
guests
back
Monhis
supper
with
ing
Litthe
the
complain
ers at
' sfon were
Dear V.F.
sons, Bobbie Serving hamburg
and
Adams
Fonda
Crawford
reason—
the
Bruce
here's
day
morning
Mrs.
outlets
V
Mr. ana
tle Castle or making
First get rid of him then write
and Ralph this weekend.
it seems Margaret and Duncan me what to do.
Satin day night.
Henry I. Seigel Co.
and Mrs. George Weaver, for
Mr.
to
spend
Children's Winter Clothing
a
Martha
and
Gus
asked
who
gave
Harrison
I wonder who
Mr. and Mrs. Odis
Mr. and Mrs. Odis Harrison and
them
Sunday
with
night
the
Mr.
week.
with
dirty dig last
spent the weekend
Dear Miss Latane:
James Gilbert visited Mr. and
night and they only have one
Save 20 to 50 Percent
I met a professional ball play.
Harrison's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Underwood Saturday
Mrs.
on
night
the
spent
bed,
so—Gus
N
ham.
SECTIO
Cunning
"T"
er in October and had one date
Earl Harrison of
night.
:the love seat.
Sale To Continue Through
Carrye Lee Etheridge
with him. Will I ever see or date
Ky.
Mrs. Leila Johnson and Alice
think
he
and
did
Hogg
AlexanWhat
Jack
Mr. and Mrs.
him again?
Margaret and Duncan
Kaye spent Saturday with Mrs.
Mary Nell Page
D.L.S.
January 31, 1949
of me?
children left for Oklahoma Mon- Ptuline Pittman.
der entertained with a fish fry
Mrs.
street
home.
their
Vine
Make
Dear D.L.S.
to
on
day
home
their
at
Friday
spent
Helen
Nall
Miss
McCord
E.
Mr. and Mrs. H.
Yes, ycu will see him, but you
Hogg is the daughter of Mrs.
January 12th. The in Mayfield with Mrs. .0scar
shopping Wednesday
went to Union City
He
, Louie Harrison.
p
guests were Martha and Gus T 1
in t e won't ever date him again,
Fulton, KY.
tholight you were to easy.
- Mr. and Mrs. -- Lon Kimbell Saturday.
Alexander Jr., and daughter, Fuller Gilliam Hospital.
204 Lake St.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Latham at- Cheryl, Ruby and Monroe Wilwere Sunday guests of Mr. and
s. Earl Taylor enMI
and
Mr.
tended a dance at the 22 club kerson, Della and Dub John- joyed a weiner roast Saturday Dear Miss Latane:
at Martin Saturday evoling.
I lost my billfolcrand wonder
son, Geneva hnd Charlie Noles. night at the home of her sister,
Mr. and Mrs„ Monroe Wilker- After supper they spent the re- Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Green.
if you could tell me where it is?
X
Reserve District No. 11gyests
help me
dinner
son were Sunday
Charter No. 6187
mainder of the evening playing
Mr: and Mrs. Billy Alexander I wonder if yob could
Walpica
is
Raymond
ot Mr. and Mrs.
rook.
spent the weekend in Crystal, find it because there
my social security card
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REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
Our congratulations to Mr. Tenn., visiting Mrs. Alexander's ture and
and
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Mrs.
I would like to have.
that
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Taylor
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father.
mother
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Mrs.
and
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family, Mr. and Mrs. Farris birth of a soil, Arthur Milton.
Mrs. Barney Yates visited with
Smith and family of Martin
is a patient the 102 year old lady in High- My Dear M.E.K.
and
-NethCrl
Nora
Try to get you another picture
were Sunday guests of Mr. and in Haws Heispital.
lands Sunday. Mrs. Yates says
and als0 want tO
, at the close of business' x
for a copy of your.
Mrs. Virgil White of Crutch01 Fulton in the State ot Kentucky
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d in response to call
are
they
Publishe
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1948.
card
31,
security
r
field.
social
Decembe
on
week-end guest her daughter, life. She left Monday to make
, under Section
Currency
the
spent
of
forever.
ler
gone
Cathy
Comptrol
Paul
made by
:Mr. and., Mis.
ker home in Kenton, Tenn., but
7:
Beth Cannon.
Statutes
Revised
PorMrs.
S.
and
U.
Mr.
5211,
-Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cook of Cu- she says if she doesn't like it she
Patricia:
Valley.
Dear
Water
of
Mr.
ter Cathy
ba, spent the weekend with
Is coming back.
If female functional
*•
I am a girl 22 years old and
Dennis French, husband of and I1Irs. O. D. Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Butler and
periodic dist urbruices
—ASSETS—
a boy. He someill
quite
was
pain
French,
Harwood
suffer
Era
you
Mrs.
snake
daughter, Susie Mae visited Mr. am in love with
Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
I.
I
reWill
s.
including
talks of marriage
and weak, nervous, restles.s jittery this weekend.
Cash balances with other banks,
and son, Jerry of Bradford, and Mrs. Barney Yates Sunday. times
X
so will we be
process of
If
in
marry?
items
ever
feelings —at such times— then DO
we
cash
and
been
Mrs.
balance,
mother,:
has
Nall
serve
Monday
her
Helen
spent
Miss
Alta E,Ilgood
Tenn.. visited
$ 1,524,213.54 ,11
Lydia E. Pinkham's TABLETS • Mrs.
very much in love
am
I
happy?
and
.
n
in
with
Nahospital
Saturday
Miss
Martin
night
collectio
the
Pinegar,
Dessie
dismissed from
to relieve such symptorns!
direct
with him. Will we have any
X.'
James Russell Laird visited dine Harris.
United States Government ohligations,
Taken regularly--Pinkham's Tab- is doing nicely.
N.J.P.
3,013,800.06 :s
children?
and
over
Laird
r
and
Hale
Dorothy
Noble
e
Billy
Alexande
Mrs.
:
against
Katherin
and
Mr.
guaranteed
Mary
and
lets help build up resistance
23,485,00 I
subdivisions
Evans were absent from work Dear N.J.P.
such distress.
Glenn Brooks attended the dance the weekend.
Z.
Obligations of States and political
Yes-, you two will marry and
of
stock
Tuesday.
$4,800.00
Pinkhanrs Tablets nre also one of given at the 22 Club in Martin
Alexang
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan
Corporate stocks (includin
will be happy together and you
r
5,568.6i
the greatest bkxici iron tonics you SAtil day evening.
and_
is
quite
Mr.
decorated
Murray
with
d-r spent Sundav
Federal Reserve bank)...
three children. You :
can buy to help build up red blood
X
.
- since his birthday last week. He will have
Congr,itulations Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Gus Alexander, Sr.
(including $ None overdiscounts
and
Loans
to give more strength and energy
li
Campbell an the birth
294,942.30 li
Bessie Gilber-t surprised her has a new watch on one arm and
for girls and women troubled with - Raymond
drafts)
it doing someClinic.
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nusband. Frank with a birthday an idenification braclet on the is counting on
furniture
0,
simple anemia.A pleasant stomachic at a son born at Jones
$17,500.0
'X'
owned
premises
like
you
Bank
thing. Raymond, would
Mr. and Mrs L. J. Persing of . supp..r 1,Vednesday night Jan- other.
20,683.00 :s
tonic, too! Just see if you don't reftxtures $3,183.00
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markably benefit! Any drugstore.
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None
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to
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Miss Barbara Roberts and Mr. mond is counting on our publici- lady just how
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bank).
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and Mrs. Wayne McClure were ty doing for him but it seems he think she is?
:•• Real estate owned other than bank premises
there.
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I We've noticed Garnette BrockI !I.
well comes to work so dressed
$ 4,882,692.51
TOTAL ASSETS
up lately. Could it be the new
building at 105 East State Line
presser in the fifth unit?
We have remedeled
now open vith our
Edith Day was very pleasant—LIABILITIES—
(Across from Hrms der Milli and are
ly surprised when her daughter,
t.
restauran
modern
individuals, partnerships,
of
deposits
Demand
grand.
specialty
. Ruth Gardner and little
4,643,221.25.
Regular meals and short orders a
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corporati
and
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I daughter, Sylvia slipped
We invite our triends to visit us.
and
ips,
partnersh
ls,
individua
of
.
deposits
weekend
Time
last
' her from Detroit
None
LULA YATES and LIDA RHODES
corporations
Ruth is a former employee of
Henry I. Siegel and she wishes
Deposits of United States'Government (includ24,930.11
DIXIE DINER CAFE
to take this means of saying heling postal savings) •
Fulton
11,327.311
lo to all those:she worked with.
105 East State Line
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
,
T 11
'9,870.4'
Katherine Stephens and daugh
.Deposits of banks
d and cashier's checks,
(certifie
deposits
Other
. to make room for new,
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$ 4,694,070.94
TS
DEPOSI
TOTAL
1111
incoming stocks.
5,247.12"
Other liabilities

ifetod 90:00,
HENRY I. SEIGEL-CITY

PERSONALS

THE BUDGET SHOP

Do You Suffer Distress From
%periodic'

FINALE
WEAKNESS

City National Bank I

BUILD UP
RED BLOOD?

1

4111111111MMENimml=11.1.1.111M1).

NOTICE

WALLPAPER
CLEARANCE

Balby Chicks
ORDER
NOW
for
Early
Delivery

money makEARI.Y CHICKS are usually the hest layers and
early delivery.
ers—Don't ssait; place your orders now for

If your radio leaves
something to be desired in the way it performs and in the pleasure it brings you, call
us. We know how to
fix it so it will be easy
on your ears. Our service is prompt, expert
and economical.
Prompt attention!

First Hatch Off February 7th

FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 483 •

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 4-0-1

$ 4,699,318.0* t
TOTAL LIABILITIES
---TS
— —CAPITAL ACCOUN
Capital Stock:
80,000_04 X:
$
(c) Common stock, total par $80,000.00
80,000AP I
Surplus
15,193.20::z
Undivided Profits
Reserves•(and retirement account for prefer8,180_66
red stock)

TOTAL LIABILITIES and CAPITAL ACCTS. $ 4,882,692.51
—3IEMORANDA—
Assets pledged to secure liabilities and for
..None
Other purposes

ALL WALLPAPER IN STOCK
(Including Imperial Washable papers.) We
have large stocks of patterns for kitchens,
halls, dining rooms, bedrooms and living
rooms. BUY NOW AND SAVE ONE-THIRD!

CITY
FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Fulton
Co.
Electric
210 Church Street
205 Commercial Ave.

THE

Responsibility for

$ 183;3114.„42F

TOTAL CAPITAL ACCTS.

Buitafra

Batig

which read
This is uite different from the various signs you see

State of Kentucky,,,,County of Fulton, ss:
I, C. P. Williams, cashier of the above-named bank,. et,
solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best ::"C.
of my knowledge and belief.
4
C. P. WILLIAMS:.
Cashier

Jr

1.:

Sworn to and subscribed before
me this 11 day of January, 1949.
J. E. FALL, Notary Public
.
10
My commission expires March 9,
1952.

Correct—Attest:
N. G. COOKE
L. F. BURKE
3C
L. E. BROWDER
Direetosa-

Is Ours
. "NOT RESPONSIBLE"

- - - BECAUSE WE ARE RESPONSIBLE
THE OK LAUNDRY IS FIRST AGAIN
careful
y)—and any belt sent with your cleaning—Our competent employes and
s— (if sewed on tightl
For your precious ornaments—beautiful button
Kind of Cleaning"—and at no extra cost.
e for us to assume this responsibility. Sanitone—"A Better
method of handling your dry cleaning makes it possibl

ONE 130
O. K. LAUNDRY AND SANITONE CLEANERS - - - PH

4119k
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Fulton High and her own territory.
N.S. eyes light up when W.M.
ciontes around.

THEIR DIMES JOIN
N EP/ POLICE! 714E
MARCH OF OWES PLACE
,G Lona" AN' YOU

PPM/
I GEE MY
HAT, UTTLE
/CONE-ILL
ESCORT NCB THERE
MYSELF
TO JON
THE MARCH OF
DIA4C-6,-RX)!

TIME'S A-PMETIN!
LOWEEZY - I AIMS
TO ("IT THAR FOSTEST
WIT' TH. MOISTEST
IN TROT TNAR FESNT
AGIN POLAO!!

tout oarsmen

Gow6

; y JIM MITCHELL
We don't know whether or not
you included any "outdoor" res
olutions among your New Year's
Day thoughts for 1949, but it
might not .be amiss to do so now
—even if it's a few days late.
We've been doing a lot of crystal ball gazing in recent weeks
in an effort to forecast what the
new year has in store for sportsmen. And the pictore we've seen
back to the breeding marshes in
has been encoutaging.
the spring should be compara1
ion tively large.
First, the' Waterfo,.Lsi....a
has a,,gonsidtrably brighter hue So, as the No. 1 resolution,
than the picture that confronted let's all hope that Dame Nature
us at the Aart of 1948. Unques- treats us with a helping hand in
tionably the duck and goose pop- supplying a good breeding seaulations are up over a year ago. son as we had last year. That'll
True, the kill has been heavy put more birds in the flocks
this current season but the wat- winging southward next fall and
erfowl still are going upgrade winter, and assure gunners of
and the carryover that will get
some swell sport.

14

AT LAST MAtSBIE AND I A6PEE
ON SCMETHINB TNE MORE WE
6IVE TO THE 'AARON OF OWES
TME SOONER INE FIOKT A6AINST
INFANTILE PARALYSIS WILL BE
WWI

BLNIN6
OF -MMPY
AITTEAD
T:ALE
ppx.
CREAM
mE .A
ICE

aa'SHAPOYAN'E6IRLS
:';'

nes

%cane>,

PINE IS ISONNA FIBIC
INFANTILE PARALYSIS
AN' MAKE LOTSA
."'

.ENR, G.VES ME GREAT PLEASERC
r T0 PRESENT KV KITH THtS ANARD FDIR
HAEING COLLECTED TAN THOUSAND OWES THE MOST O.MN SOY
IN THE UMTED STATES FOR THE MARCM OP
DONIS

A NOBLE BESTURE
SWEE'PEA! I TOO,
SMALL AV
CAUSE
BY PLED6IN6 THE
MONETARY
ECAPHALENT OF MY
HAMBLIR6ER
TO THE MARCH
OF DIMES!!

P.G. is dating J.H. Quite frequently.
H.S. still dates B.G.B. some,
but Union City is still the interesting one.

ii
11-412. -

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

1)

1"

Mr'
•

=ISA

8.
.11 I

Ft-4141
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I
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Never Climb A Fence Or Tree With A Loaded Gun!
William F. Harris,
70 - year - old farmer,
of Alva Oklahoma, was
killed early this year
by a blast from a 12gauge shotgun as he
a
through
climbed
fence on his property.
The sheriff's office reported that Harris had
gone into the field across from his home to
C-•.>
look after a windmill.
He was carrying a 12-gauge pumpgun. In crossing the fence, the
sheriff's office said, the gun apparently was discharged accidently.
Never climb over or through a fence with a loaded gun. The
National Rifle Association recommends that before crossing, place
the gun with "action" open-through the fence. Then climb or
crawl through at another spot several feet away.
This type of accident, though not common, is reported several
times each year. Don't let it be your Waterloo.

TEEN-AGE tATLER
by the

4t1,0

"Walkie-Talltio"

"Truth" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be
read in all Christian Science
churches throughout the world
on Sunday, January 23, 1949.
The Golden Text is: "Thou, 0
Lord, art a God full of compassion, and gracious, long-suffering, and plenteous in mercy and
the Breezy.
B.Y..has made a New Year's truth." (Ps. 86:15).
resolution that if she ever gets
Glenn S from Water Valley in
good with her again she won't
fuss, and she will give him a
date when he calls.
Is M.L.B really engaged to
J.A. or is that just another one
of her tales.
D.C. gave M.S. -to L.B. with109 acres with fiyeroom
out a howl, so M.S. will not be
house, barn and outbuildings.
seen in the little tan car anyThree miles northwest of
more.
Is it true that S.M. and A.L.
Clinton, on gr4veled Spring
are talking about marriage?
Hill road.
Is M.L.B. telling the truth
when she said she was married?
Is it getting serious with A.C.
Good cotton and corn land.
and the boy from U.T. at Martin?
How is the Fulton Milk boy
FOR SALE::
doing, I wonder, cried D.Y!
TWO JERSEY COWS with
D.K. is being seen with B.R.
quite relularly these days.
heifer calves, heavy milkers.
N.W. can not take her pick.
which one is it, -D.C. or III?
qS.M. and G.R. and A.M. and
B.D. were at the last place you would think, the Breezy.
Route 3
S.B. still has her eyes toward •
CLINTON, KENTUCKY
Martin.
C.P. is torn between South

FARM
FOR SALE

Gosh, oh me,•girls, girls! What
has come over you and the boys
since the Christmas holidays?
Everybody has quit their boy
And next in the crystal ball
friends and started going with
picture is the top-of-the-cycle in
their best girl friend's boy. friend.
upland game production. ReWhat a mix up. Believe me, you
ports trickling in from scattered
folks, do you know what -/I
parts of the nation indicate that
mean; I am so confused I hardquail, pheasants and
rabbits,
ly know myself. New Year's resic...reomulsion rel ies es promptly because
animals and
Rt goes right to the seat of the trouble the other sporting
olutions were made by the feown
their
held
than
more
birds
!to belp loosen and expel germ laden
males and males, so here are a
;phlegm and aid nature to soothe and during the- current season. Here
few of them:
&teal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial the carryover also is good and,
A.M.-I will not go with but
-raucous membranes.Tell your druggist consequently, breeding stock
nc boy at a time this year.
to sell )ou a bottle of Creomulsion should be large enough to keep
with the understanding you must hke
P.M.-1 will go with anyone
fields and coverts productive
die way it quickly allays the cough the
I can, including my best girl
game.
with
of
,
amount
right
the
us
giving
or you are to have .wur monev back.
FULTON ROUTE 4 friend's boy friend.
And our second resolution is rainfall for birds and animalrto
A.L.-To find out who is writ(Mrs. Joyce Cruce)
directed at the weatherman raise the young, and in making
, ing that column in the Fulton
for Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis whose cooperation is needed in the farm crops good so the game
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cruce I County News if it takes me all
will have ample food.
and family were' Sunday guests ' year.
There's been a leveling off, too, of :Mr. and Mrs. Will Dee Cruce
J:R.-To give J.H. to some girl
in the hunting pressure. Al- of Fulton.
for keeps.
though statistics are not yet comA birthday supper was given
H.J.-To make J.W. fall • so
plete, early returns show about in honor of Mrs Willie Posgrove madly in love with me that she
the same number of licenses the at the home of Mrs. Grover Pet- won't look at any body else.
current hunting season as in ty. Several were present.
B.R.C.-Not to cry. her heart
1947. So we now know where we
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Underwood out for T.G. as he is now going
stand and how much game we're and Marie spent a few days in with R.F.H.
•
going to have to produce to keep Chicago with relatives.
C.C.R. Jr. gave R.Y. an engagethe 'nunters happy.
Billie Crime, James Cruce and ment ring for Christmas. It looks
Crystal ball gazing is a haz- Buddy Bone
visited Mr. and Mrs. like wedding bells are just aardous occupation at best, but Les Cruce
Saturday afternoon. round the corner.
I we're willing to stick out our
B. Mc. is looking for a young
Mrs. Ann Cruce spent Sunday
neck and predict that 1949 will night and Monday
with Mr. and lady by the name- of A.C. who
be a good year with slightly im- Mrs. Junior Cruce of
is a junior but ha, didn't get to
Fulton.
proved fishing and hunting in
see her: he I.vent'hack to Demost places over 1948,
Wedding bells have been ring- troit without seeing her. I think
ing for Miss Sarah Wade and A. he asked everyone about her.
M. Guy of Woodland Mills.
and called her home about 50
PILOT OAK
They were married on Friday times. Could there be a link in
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Yates and evening, December 31, They are the chain of love there? You
family were gusets of Mr. and making their home in Woodland tell me.
Mrs. Jack Olive Thursday eve- where Mr. Guy is engaged in
L. W. had a date vvith P.W.
ning.
farming.
E.M. is either with a boy too
Quick service—all sizes on hand. Re-order now
Mr. Robert Glassico had
a old or one too young, and I
Mrs. Mary Collins visited Mrs.
Evelyn Milton Friday afternoon. stroke Thursday morning and is think she was with one too W
and don't let a sudden cold wave catch you
.Mr. and Mrs. Harry- Gossum , in Bushart Hospital.
young _on New Years night. His
•
•
short!
and son of Water Valley were j Miss Nancy Hal spent Thurs- name is B.O. and he works at
BEGINNING AT 10:30 A.M.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R.S. Gos- day night with Barbara Jane Ad- the, yes you guess well, it 1,• kins.
sum Sunday evening.
At the MRS. MYRTLE TEMPLE FARM -even Miss Leona Myers is Nome
Mrs. Burnal has been dismissed from the Fulton hospital after with her parents, O. E. Myers for
miles
southeast of Fulton near Chestnut C lade
the week-end.
treatment.
school house.
Mrs. Alma Arnett visited Mrs.
Mrs. Ffobert Myers and Ruth
Allene Lowry Friday evening.
Ann, Mrs. Russell
Telephone 51
.-K COWS. tone fresh I LISTER
111and
Cruce
Mrs. Richard Lowry has acchildren, Mr. and
and one to be fresh soon). 3 RASTUS
Mrs. Junior
cepted a position in the AAA ofCruce were guests of Mr. and
3 MULES
I POTATOE PLOW
fice in Mayfield. Mrs. Les Cruce Wednesday even9 SHOATS, ueight about 50 !(iNE HORSE HARROWS
Mrs. Martha
Lowry, Mrs. ing.
pounds each.
Mary Nell Gossum and Mr. BurI HAY RAKE
nal Lowry were in Mayfield Fri1 SOW
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
1 RIDING CULTIVATOR
day.
and Mrs. Luther Pannell. of
I LOT OF LOOSE HAY
1
SECTION HARROW
City,
Union
were Mr, and Mrs.
Mrs. John :Massimo and chilI BLA(7KHAWK CORN
I DISC HARROW
dren of Detroit, Mich., are the Bobe Brockwell, Mr. and Mrs.
PLANTER, uith fertilizer 1 DISC CULTIVATOR
guest of her parents, Mr. and Les Cruce and Margaret
and
aLachments.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce.
Mrs. Albert Caldwell.
I TIVO HORSE WAGON
1 HORSE DRAWN MOWER
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Crittendon
1 POND SCOOP
The being of grace must go bespent Monday with Mr. and
1 RIDING PLOW
I END GATE L15IE
fore the increase of it; for there
Mrs. Willie Crittendon.
SPREADER
.3 TWO HORSE PLOWS
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates and is no growth without life, and no
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates were in building without a foundation.furniture.
Lots of small
Also household and kitchen
Mayfield Friday on business.
Lavington,

ItELIEF AT LAST
forYour COUGH

ROBERT SIMMONS

CREOMULSION

BEST GRADE

con

QW's

L QuORS

PUBLICeiSALE

PROMPT DELIVERY

ednesday,Jan. 26, 1949

CITY COAL COMPANY

Special issue featuring BOATS 4*,
ouTHARD moms AccEssmas

PREVIEW

GREYHOUND SERVICE IS

a/elowte/

RD 0

'specially for 6shermen and hunters

IN WINTER

25c a copy

NEVER BEFORE
AN ELECTRIC

Lunch Will Be Served.

ont;-o

1••••

t run n
114 NORA

Tall MU
DEAN 11, 11.

Es

hems too numerous to mention.

MRS. MYRTLE TEMPLE, OViNfR
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer

E

Friday, January 2
•
- WEST STATE T.
(Mrs. Edgar Grissoi

Little Guy Sutton is
ing at the home of his
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
after being ill of pneumi
Mrs. Edgar Grissom I
quite ill but is better
n
itir.
wrm
gtind Mrs. John M
Mayfield spent Sunda
relatives of this commit:
Rev. and Mrs. Earl
Cayce spent Tuesday
with Mr. and Mrs. Ju
.
err
chm
s. Ellis Phillips v
burned 'Tuesday evenin
carrying out hot ashes
kitchen range to the bit
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
and family of Tiptonv.
ithye, week-end in this
t

Mr. and Mrs. Edgai
spent Sunday morning
and Mrs. Vanford
n
cervillae.
Rim
d Mrs. Edga:
in May
Monday
spent

STATE SOIL CONSE
COM51ITTEE OF KE
NOTICE OE' ELECT
SUPERVISORS TO I
FOR THE FULTON
SOIL CONSERV,
DISTRICT
To all owners of 1
within the, boundaries
C(
ton County Soil
District, notice is he:
that on the 19th day c
1949, between the hot
_and 2:00 o'clock an e
be held for the electi
supervisors for the F
ty Soil Conservation
the State of KentucI
All the persims, fir
porations who hold
land lying within thc
of th... said district
are eligible to vote
sucl
election. Only
firms and corporatie
ble to vote.
division
10::ting
place for the electioi

Division No. 1 Hi(
tucky (Court House'
Division No. 2. I
el'
lusc
rt0Ho
ouN
an
tucpkitiatiC

tucky (High School'
Eligible voters re
in the district sha
ballot at the pair
the division wherein
ru
Eligible voters
within the district
their ballots at the
tor the division NO
their land, or the
thereof. Eligible vot
-be absent from thei
the day of the elec
-ply in person or 1
Mr. Roy Bard, Pol
Route
tendent.
Kentucky for abst
Each applicant for
ballot shall state h
dence. location an(
land owned.
STATE SOIL

cor
commITTEE
Walter

A

By F
Dated: January 11,

COW -AND-CALF
POPULAR IN HD
The cow -and-cal
ing beef cattle i:
Hickman county,
ty Agent Warr(
There now are 71
county following I
letter. The averai
23 females and on
D B. Graham,
following the cox
for several years
calves dropped in
January. They rut
until the follow!
they, are sold w
80Q pounds, with(
Mg.

RANGE LIKE

4MM

V V

RIDE IN COMFORT in Greyhound's
warm, temperature-controlled Super
Coaches.

V V

TRAVEL RELAXED without the cares
and winter worries of private car driving.

V V

ENJOY THE CONV-ENIENCE of centerof-town bus depots and close-to-home
stops.
SAVE MONEY by taking advantage of
Gre)hound's amazingly economical fares.

V V
•
Here are
Winter Trove/
BARGAINS
•
1

0.W.
R.T.
Cincinnati
$5.75 $10.35
Lake City, Fla. ..
10 90
19.65
Terre Hat.te
5 25
9 45
Peoria, Ill.
5.90
10.65
Lansing, Mich ..
11.10 20.00
Dayton, Ohio
12.35
6.85
(U. S. Tax Eixtra)

GOOD COMPANIoN

THIS!

A•4

DE LUXE
SPACESAVER

Dead

REMOVE

It's here! The "economy-size" electric range with an automatic, clockcontrolled oven-and it's a BIG oven
too - plus a Vita-Miser deep-well
cooker, three surface units and lamp.
A world of electric cooking convenience in two feet square floor
space! See it today!

In sanitary Tri

collect, Neal V
Fulton, Ky. or

WIPP
MOW

Phone 44

GREYHOUND

A romp in the rain may mecm
"liquid refreshment" for your
dog-but for you, liquid refreshment means 93 proof Bond &
Lillard! This friendly Kentucky
whiskey has been famous for 80
years.Try it today-you'll like it!
"Uniformly Fine
Since 1869"

UNION BUS STATION
4th and Carr

Attention

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 MAIN STREET

API°
93
PIO°.

KENTUCKY
WHISKEY -A BLEND

PHONE 201
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP , NEW YORK, N. Yf • 6570 GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

,I

Mayfield

Con

Mayfield-F

,11,; I,

"NEM
•-•
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WEST STATE LIN
m)
Mrs. Edgar Grisso

Little .Guy Sutton is improving at the home of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
after being ill of pneumonia.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom has been I
this 1
quite ill but is better at
writing.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mooney of
with
Sunday
'Mayfield spent
relatives of this community.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird of
evening
Cayce spent Tuesday
with Mr. and Mrs. Julius Fulcher.
Mrs. Ellis Phillips was badly
while
burned Tuesday evening
carrying out hot ashes from the
I
kitchen range to the back yard. I
n
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie McClai
spent
and family of Tiptonville,
commun- I
the week -end in this

fULTON agrillEifURNITLIII[m

100

THE LATEST PHONOGR PH t

*COO
A OW
Ofigrili'

ititt ••• FULTON. K Y.
519-323 WALNUT $.1.•••• StA(..e/Serdia,&" C

NOW! SAVE MONEY.

6. Lavender Blue
(Dilly, Dilly)
7. You were only
2. A little bird told me
foolin'
.
bows
and
3. Buttons
8. Until
1. On a slow boat
to China.

BUY YOUR

ity,
m
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar GrisSo
Mr.
spent Sunday morning with
of
Smiley
and Mrs. Vanford
Riceville.
m
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grisso
spent Monday in Mayfield.

STOVE or RANGE

TION
STATE SOIL CONSERVA
COMMITTEE OF KENTUCKY
NOTICE OF ELECTION OF
SUPERVISORS TO BE HELD
FOR THE FULTON ('OUNTY
SOIL CONSERVATION
DISTRICT
To all owners of lands lying
within the boundaries of the FulConservation
ton County Soil
District, notice is hereby given
ry
that on the 19th day of Februa
1949, between the hours of 10:00
and 2d)0_.o'clock an election will
be held for the election of three
supervisors for the Fulton Counof
ty Soil Conservation District
the State of Kentucky.
All the persOns, firms and corporations who hold title to any
land lying within the boundaries
of th,. said district as owner.;
are eligible to vote at the said
persons,
such
election. Only
firms and corporatii.ns are eligible to vote.
division and polling
Voting
place for the election are as follows:
Division No. 1 Hickman, Kentucky (Court House).
Division No. 2. Fulton. Kentucky (Court House).
KenDivision No. 3. Cayce,
tucky (High School).
Eligible voters residing within the district shall cast their
ballot at the polling place for
the division wherein they reside.
residing
not
Eligible voters
shall cast
within the district
their ballots at the polling place
tor the division which includes
their land. or the greater part
thereof. Eligible voters who
be absent from their diVision on
2he day of the election may apply in person or in writing to
Mr. Roy Bard, Polling SuperinRoute No. I. Fulton,
tendent.
Kentucky for absentee ballot..
'
Each applicant for an absenteeballot shall state his name, residence, location and acreage of
land owned.
STATE SOIL CONSERVATION
COM MITTEE
Walter Armstrong,
Chairman
By Roberta Welch
Dated: January 11, 1949.

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine

AT A

4. My Darling,
My Darling

9. Powder your face
with sunshine

5. Far Away Places

10. Cuanto Le Gusta

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER

BIG REDUCTION

Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, 3Ietal Storage
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records).

Cabinets

DIXIE NO-SMOKE

1-EYE, HEAVY CAST IRON

HEATERS

Laundry Heaters
11.95

Magazine-fed type; holds full
100 lbs. of coal at one filling!
Regular price $54.95.

••••

39"

Strong and sturdy; built for lots
or good, hard use under all
conditions.

100-LB. SIZE KOL-GAS

HEATERS
3995

4-EYE, HEAVY CAST IRON

Laundry Heaters
17.95

Another huge saving for you if
)ou buy now! Regular priced at
564.95 OUR SPECIAL PRICE:

Extra room for just a little more
than the 2-eye model. A thousand uses.

'SAVEOIL' CARRY-AROUND

OIL HEATERS
9.95
Handy little one-burner heater
for hundreds of small uses! Regular price $12.50: Our SPECIAL
PRICE . . . . , .

COW-AND-CALF PLAN
POPULAR IN HICKMAN
The cow-and-calf plan of raising beef cattle is popular in
Hickman county, declares County Agent Warren Thompson.
There now are 78 herds in the
county following this plan to the
letter. The average herd size is
23 females and one bull.
D B. Graham, Jr., has been
following the cow -and-calf plan
for several years. He has the
calves dropped in December and
January. They run with the cows
until the following fall, when
they are sold weighing 600 to
80Ct pounds, without grain feeding.

1-BURNER TYPE

OIL HEATERS
275°

PORCELAIN-FRONT, WOOD OR COAL

COOK STOVES
BROIL RANGE with warmer drawer and oven;
regular price $94.50; OUR SPECIAL AT $79.50.
GENERAL -WASHINGTON stove porcelain
front and sides with reservoir and oven; regular
price, $112.50 OUR SPECIAL PRICE $89.95.
WASHINGTON BRAND stoves with reservoir,
oven and porcelain front and sides; regular price
$109.50; OUR SPECIAL PRICE $84.50

WOOD HEATING STOVES. ALL CAST METAL
Large Size (26-inches) Reg. $31.95 Our Special Price $27.95
Medium size (24 inches.) reg. $27.50, Our Special Price $24.50

OIL
COOK STOVES

Sufficient for an average-size
room. Regular price $36.95.
OUR'SPECIAL PRICE . . . .

Attention Farmers

SAVEOIL oil cook stoves; 2-burner table
$9.95
models. SPECIAL TODAY AT

OAK HEATERS

Dead Stock
REMOVED FREE

brand,
"Old Kentucky Home"
;
$26.95
price
Reg.
size;
m
mediu
OUR SPECIAL PRWE . . . .

"Old Kentucky Home" brand,
large size, regular price $42.95,
OUR SPECIAL PRICE . . • •

Fulton, Ky. or, 122 Wingo Ex.

$19.95

OTHER 2-BURNER types
with solid door; Reg. $6.75;
$5.00
SPECIAL

$35.00

ONE-BURNER TYPE in
either all aluminum with
glass panel door or metal
with solid door; Reg. $3.50;
$2.95
SPECIAL

FIVE-BURNER "KEROGAS" range with
built-in oven; Regular price $69.95 OUR
SPECIAL PRICE $54.95.

Mayfield Rendering
Company

...
We have plenty of stovepipe ... elbows
ls
dampers...stove boards,coal scuttles, shove

Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.
\Z!'s

brand, 2-burner
"Boss"
type with glass door; Reg.
$7.95; SPECIAL $5.95

THREE-BURNER "BLUE FLAME" oil
stoves (on legs); Reg. $14.95; Special $12.95.
e
SAVEOII, 4-BURNER table-top oil rang
draw
il
utens
with oven, storage cabinet and
OUR
5
$84.9
er; white porcelain. Regula price
SPECIAL PRICE $69.95.

In sanitary Trucks. Phone lbl
collect, Neal Ward Stock Yds.

OVENS

K STOVES
USED 4 AUD 5 BURNER OIL COOand
guaranteed.
Several on hand, in excellent condition
FROM $15.00 TO $35.00

A
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Basil Dannertime.
A strange incident was reve:iith:.i News by City Counciled
man Bill Browning on being
told "aboat the case. Browning
said that two women had gone
to him several times this week
complaining that Basil
was
molesting women and children
in the apartment. The police de
partment was to take Basil in
band for the complaints on Wednesday, the day 0: the incident.
Basil hr.rii beer. employed by
the Vaughn Potato house. Mi..
Cross has (1,,nc• wori: with A. R.
Stephens, local contractor. Mrs.
Danner was not employed. "My
children just don't want me to
work,- she spki.
Asked if she ever received
gifts from Cross, Mrs. Danner
Eileen Wilson Frank Sinsaid "only n special occasions."
atra's newest singing partner on
Her granddaughter said that on WLW-NBC's
'Cross gave her *anything she ade," Saturdays "Your Hit Parat 9 p.m., EST,
-wanted.
bas already begun a movie carSaid Danner, who said his eer ot sorts. Heard but
not seeti,
mother was 14, is slight and Eileen dubbed the sound
track
bald and "never went nowhere for Ava Gardner's songs in sevonless'n I went with him," his tral tnovies.
mother said. Often Mr. Cross
went with the trio tOthe movies.
plight.
^They wuz mighty good friends,"
*he sa,id of Basil and Cross
Peter with his pets stalked
Cr-/ss is the father -of two
the wolf
,chilMen. One daughter, and a Proudly proved his courage
ear. whom Mrs. Cross said is
and skill,
"'rot bright, jus like Basil." He While the King's men afraid
maid his wife were not separated.
of the prey,
And according to Mrs. Danner, Stood nervously awaiting the
'Mrs. Cross thought nothing of
kill.
'Mr. Cross spending the night at
her house, since they have al- Toy trains running through the
ways been such close friends.
village
Cross and Mrs. Danner have A circus with its dancers and
been life-long friends, she said,
clowns,
-erni- attendants -of the church at- Elephants,
tigers and the camel
TraViS Chapel, Tenn., "It was As the
•majesticatly paraded
our closeness that Basil musta
around.
got mad about," she told the
The Star' of Bethlehem trinkled
News. Mrs. Danner colild not bebrightly
lieve that her son could have attacked Mr. Cross. since they too, O'er the manger where the
Christ Child lay,
"wuz always nice when they
Angels singing their Christmas
wuz around me."
Carols
Good will toward men and
JOHNNY'S WISH
peace today.
Johnny stood shivering on the
corner
How Johnny wished to carry
As the last of his papers
This dream of Christmas joy,
were sold,
Home to his little crippled
His clothes too thin from
brother
many wears
Who had never received a toy.
And winter winds blew cold.
There were-tears iniJohnny's
eyes
As he sadly turned to go,
But jolly old Santa was waiting
Somehow, he teemed to know.

REV. DRACE IMPROVING
The many friends of Rev. J.F.
Drace, pastor of the South Fulton Baptisi church will be delighted to know that he is' improving at the Haws Hospital ,
where he is a patient. Although
Rev. Drace is unable to see visitors he wishes the News frithank all those who have been
so thoughtful of him during his
illness.

TODAY mid TOMORROW

Toys for the little crippled

in

TROUBLE MAKERS
SUN. - MON - TUES.

--_ I KELLY GARLAND

Neivs

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

WALIaR

=
-7- -- -=7- -_:
_m,
-----;.
------------

kIl
TONIGHT and TOMORROW
CHAELLES STARRETT -

in

WHIRLWIND
RAIDERS

$1.98

$1.98

SUNDAY - MONDAY

•'.

BETTY HUTTON • MACDONALD CAREY

a'r

p

oem, ,
tr
'

(omedy and

Cartoon

TUE. - WED. THUR.
Double Feature

SNUGGIES

TOWELS

Women's cotton 89c values
49c

Floral design,'Iinen crash
tea towels, regularly 49c
now:

19(

MENS'_WEAR

Also Comedy and Serial

=5

ABOTT and COSTELLO

We Must Moue These Shoes To Make Room
For Incoming Spring Lines.

19(

CHILDREN'S cotton flannell SLEEPERS, regularly
$1.29 now
49c

SMILEY BURNETT

1 Group of Childrens Oxfords
Regular Price 3.98. NOW198

BUCK PRIVATES
plus

E&W DRESS SHIRTS, from our regular
stocks; regularly $3.95, now
$2.95
CAPESKIN GLOVES; regularly $4.98, $2.98
OTHER DRESS GLOVES, regularly $1.98;
and -%98c, now
_98c and 19c
MEN'S SWEATERS, regularly $3.98, $4.98,
Now 98c and $1.98
LEATHER COATS, regularly 15.95 $12.95
LEATHER COATS,reg. $16.50 ____ now$9.98
Regular Navy-Type all-wool double-breasted
short coats; regularly $14.98, now
$7.98
ALL WOOL MACKINAWS (coat style) reg.
$10.98, $12.98 and $18.98
now $7.98
WOOL, LEATHER-TRIMMED JACKETS,
regularly $12.98 and $14.98, now
$7.98

ROBERT LOWERY
11•:
;••.:

ROBERTS STORE
422 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

PAJAMAS

All $3.98 and $4.98
purses now reduced to:

LANGTRY brown domestic,LL; 36 inches
wide; regularly 39c yard, now __ ___yd. 25c

1 Group of Women-, Sandals
Regular Price 6.95 NOW 495

E
7
-

ANN SAVAGE

Allik
s, ,

JUNGLE FLIGHT

==
--•==••

PANTIES
Women's rayon
elastic top; regularly 79c now:

39'

CURTAINS
1 Group KITCHEN and BATHROOM cur- Z
tains; Regularly $1.98, now ____
__19c
1 Group CURTAIN PANELS for BEDR0031
orLIVING ROOM; Regularly $2.98 pr. 49c
1 Group blue or green PRISCILLA CURTAINS; regularly $3.98; now
pr. $1.93
RAYON MARQUISETTE PANELS; Regularly $5.98, now
____$2.98
1 Group white RUFFLED CURTAINS, 21 2 -7-yards long; Regularly $4.98 now
$2.98 E_

a

Brown domestic, LL; 36 inches wide, re_gyudl
laor-c
ly 29c yard, now
Bleached domestic, 36 inches wide; regularly
49c yard, now
39c
Garden Mills "Standard C" wide-selvage edge
canvasing, regularly 18c yard, now yd 121/2c

PILLOW CASES

SHEETS

Arlington,
1st
qualitj
36x42: regularly 49c now:

Standard quality PULLMAN brand 81x99, type 128
regularly $2.49, now:

35' EACH

$1.19

MEN'S DRESS PANTS; wool and rayon and
all-wools from our regular stocks; Regularly
$7.98 and $9.95
____ now $1.95
.1 group MEN'S KHAKI WORK
PANTS, regularly $3.98, now
__$2.98
1 Group medium weight MOLESKIN
WORK
PANTS, regularly $2.98; now __
$1.98

BOY'S WEAR

==

---__=- _- --_--_
„-.-L
- - --4

BOYS SWEATERS; regularly $2.98
and
$3.98, now
ygc, $1.98 a
=
TOM SAWYER CORDUROY
PANTS,
reg. _- -_- ularly $5.95 and $6.95; now
$1.95 =
E&W long sleeve flannel SPORT
SHIRTS;
regularly $2.98, now
$1.98
1 Group boys all-wool ZIPPER
JACKETS;
regularly $7.98; now
$1.98

ROBERTS STORE
422 Lake Street

==

'

Fulton
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SWEATERS REDUCED

Children's rayon,
elastic top; regular 49c, noi,v:

BLANKETS,

ma
==
==

Women's all-wool sweaters: regularly $4.98
and S5.98, NOW REDUCED TO
98c
One group Women's and children's WOOL
MITTENS, Regularly priced 98c to $1.29
NOW 29c

Women s cotton
knit; all sizes;
Regular $3.49 values, now:

Cartoon and Musical

:•:

5•;

PURSES

BELLEVIEW.36-inch wide guaranteed fast
color prints or solid colors, regularly 49c yard
Now yd. 39c

Oirtive

1 Group of Womens Dress Shoes
Regular Price 9.95. NOW 695

1 Group of Mens Work Shoes
Regular Price 4.98. NOW 398

NOW $1.35

==

YARD GOODS

go mum

1 Group of Womens Dress Shoes
Regular Price 7.95 NOW 495

1 Group of Mens Work Shoes
Regular Price 6.98. NOW 498

30 Denier, Regular $1.50,

HAYMES,#

1 Group of Womens Dress Shoes
Regular Price 6.95 NOW 395

:pl.

NOW $1.65

LOOMCREST, nationally-advertised, 100 '
virgin wool (single), 72x84; satin binding.
Regularly $12.98, now
$9.98
DRUID single blankets; 50'; cotton, 25% rayon, 25% wool; rayon binding, 72x84. Regularly
$6.98 and $7.98, now
$5.98
L-_•-GOLDEN SEAL Indian design single blankZ ets; 72x84, Regularly $6.98; now
$1.98
4- TWIN-TEX single blankets, ,72x84; 75%
wool, 25% cotton, Reg. $9.98, now . _____ $1.98

1 Group of Womens Dress Shoes
Regular Price 5.95 NOW 395

,tr1

15 Denier, Regular $1.95,

GARDNER

1 Group of Womens Dress Shoes
Odd Sizes, Reg. price 3.95 to 5.95
NOW 98c

1 Group of Mens Dress Oxfords
Regular Price 5.98. NOW 398

One group, regularly $12.98 and $14.98
NOW $9.98
One group, regularly $12.98
NOW $6.98
One group, regularly $9.98
NOW $5.98
One Special Group Reduced To
$3.98
One Group Women's print dresses
98c
One group Children's cotton print,
$2.98
"Fruit of the Loom Dresses,
NOW $1.98
One group Children's cotton dresses 49c - 98c

Added Cartoon

Cartoon, comedy, Fox

ALL STAR BRAND LEATHER SHOES

(From our regular stocks)(All good shadts)

PANTIES

22

BOWERY BOYS

MEM

/January Shoe Clearance

DRESSES REDUCED

plus

, - 'ROONEY• AllYSON
Words vd Music

!ROBERTS

CLAUSSNER HOSE

ed at $24.95.
(Short lengths)
LEO GORCEY

.!1"!IPA.

A couple of weeks ago someone broke , down our back
door and made off with a lot
of our merchandise. What's
left is now going on sale at
tremendous. store-wide savings to you. Lsok it over!
Shop‘today!
•

WOMENS SPRING COATS SUITS
These are left-ovtow 95 rAll'95
ers; formerly pric-

Double Feature

'

WHAT'S LEFT1

Blue Ridge (By Claussner) 15 and 20 Denier,
Regular $1.65,
NOW $1.25
Rayon Lace Knit Reg. $1.65
NOW 49c
Children's Mercerized Cction Ankle.!L: stic
top; Regular 49c
NOW 19c

FULTON

bee

9

1

#0.

-R0BERTS

tContinued from page one)

He paused to watch the
windows
Love12.• stories for children's
delight
Santa •was asleep while the
the fairies
rried vainly to remedy his

brother
Warm clothes for the family's
-74
wear
Johnny smiling through his
==
=_happiness
'
Yes. Santa had given his share.
,
There was satisfaction in
Santa's heart
•
I:or the visit he made this day I
The joy of the little cripple
on Christmas
Was a picture hung there to
---.-._
stay.
Wonderful miracle of Christmas I
Blessed custom of sharing and
giving.
#
Our love and friendship for
others
-:i•er makes our lives worth
living.
By• ENIMA L. ROBERSON
Fulton, Ky.

Friday, anuary 21, 1949

